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Bush anti gay 'marriage*
By Terence Hunt

Banning gay marriage is a top priority for
Bush's conservative supporters, particularly
WASHINGTON — President Bush urged those among religious and family-oriented
approval of a constitutional amendment groups. But while a majority of Americans
banning gay marriages yesterday, pushing a —sometimes by as much as a 2-1 margin —
divisive social issue to the center
oppose legalizing gay marof the election campaign and setriages, Bush's move could
ting a clear policy contrast with
hold political risks, particuDemocratic challengers lohn
larly if voters see him as intolKerry and lohn Edwards.
erant or question his selfBush said "activist judges and
description as a "compaslocal
officials"
from
sionate conservative."
Massachusetts to San Francisco
"The president needs to
to New Mexico were attempting
worry about fair-minded
to redefine marriage and "change
swing voters in America, not
the most fundamental institution
a Republican base that he has
of civilization" by allowing samelocked up," said Patrick
sex weddings. "On a matter of
Guerriero, executive director,
such importance, the voice of the
of Log Cabin Republicans, a
people must be heard," he said.
gay GOP group.
Democrats accused Bush of
PRESIDENT BUSH
Mindful of the high emopandering to right-wing supporters and tin- tions and clear differences on the issue,
kering with the Constitution to divert atten- Bush said, "We should also conduct this diftion from his record on jobs, health care and ficult debate in a manner worthy of our
foreign policy. "He is looking for a wedge country, without bitterness or anger."
issue to divide the American people," Kerry
Conservatives were delighted Bush had
said.
plunged in. "There is no more important
Both Kerry and Edwards said they oppose
gay marriages but would not support a conBUSH. PAGE 2
stitutional amendment.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Bush's endorsement,
only the first step
Though ha hat neither a vole nor veto
power regarding consbtutoonal
amendments President Buah's
endoniamenl o( a propoaed ban on gay
mamagaa could begin a long journey
toward altering the comenione text of
the American pofebcai system
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to Ihe Constitution must be
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City enforces
ice, snow rule

GARAGE BAND

By Nicole Oelisio
REPORTER

Aiktoy Kurtz BG News

TESTING EQUIPMENT: Guitar professor, Chris Euzzelli, tries out the new Apple software,
GarageBands, in the Union's Falcons Nest yesterday. The software allows users to turn their laptop
computers into recording studio anywhere and features and array of music effects. Apple also gave
out a new iPod mini and a set of computer speakers during the demonstration.

Local residents tired of nudging across icy and snow-covered
sidewalks with snow may benefit
from a recent decision by city
officials to enforce cleaning sidewalks.
City officials have begun
enforcing Bowling Green City
Ordinance 3071, which contains
regulations regarding the removal
of snow and ice from sidewalks.
The ordinance was passed in
January of 1974, however it has
not been strictly enforced until
this year.
The ordinance states that residents and owners of any property
shall clear snow and ice within 24
hours after each storm. It also
states that sidewalks in Bowling
Green which are not cleared of
snow and ice will be considered a
public nuisance.
The enforcement of Ordinance
3071 will likely improve these
problems. City officials are optimistic about the results they have
seen so far.
"By council's order to take an
active role, we were getting a bigger response of people clearing
their sidewalks," said Bill Blair,

Director of Public Works for the
city of Bowling Green.
Matt Reger, city prosecutor,
echoes this statement, and said
he thinks safety is the most
important focus of the ordinance.
"For the city of Bowling Green,
the main concern is the safety of
it's citizens," Reger said. "The
Public Works Department
ensures the safety of it's citizens
by cleaning their sidewalks when
people don't. I would say the
enforcement has made it so the
sidewalks are more accessible to
all residents."
The city has begun enforcing
the ordinance due to significant
complaints, according to Blair
"We had taken the stand that it
was a complaint-enforced ordinance," Blair said. "Then we were
gening complaints that people
weren't clearing their sidewalks
when other people were. We'ld
get a complaint that someone
tried to walk downtown and the
snow or ice was a problem."
"When a complaint is made,
the public works department will
go verify it and produce a pamICE PAGE 2
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BRIEFING
Airport worker
killed by exploding
tire in Toledo
TOLEDO. Ohio (API — A
jetway tire exploded, killing a
maintenance worker at Toledo
Express Airport, authorities
said.
Brian Bergeon, 34, of
Whitehouse, was repairing the
tire and had removed it from a
jetway. which is used by passengers to walk from the terminal to the airplane.
It appears he was standing
on the tire and trying to remove
it from tire rim when it exploded early Monday, the Lucas
County Coroner's Office said.
Ihe force of the explosion
knocked Bergeon backward
about 10 feet, said Deputy
Coroner Diane Bamett. The rim
struck him in the neck, then
continued upward, hitting a
garage door that was 20 feet
overhead.
No one else was hurt.
The
state
Commerce
Department was investigating
the accident.

Puddle of Mudd
lead singer throws
bottle, arrested
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — The
lead singer of the rock group
Puddle of Mudd was arrested
after throwing a botde and spitting at fans during a concert,
authorities said.
Ihe band was just 15 minutes into its show Sunday when
lead singer Wesley Scantlin
threw the bottle into the crowd
of more than 1,000 people,
authorities said.
Undercover state liquor
agents decided to arrest him,
said Earl Mack, an agent with
the Ohio Department of Public
Safety's investigative unit.
"We thought we were going
to have a riot based on this guy's
conduct," Mack said. "It could
have been a lot worse."
Authorities said Scantlin was
drunk and that he was spitting
inside the police car.
Scantlin, 31, of Beverly Hills,
Calif., was charged with disorderly conduct intoxication,
misconduct involving a public
transportation system and
criminal mischief. .Ml are misdemeanors.
He was released Monday
after posting $150 bond.
Tiffany Youhanna, tour publicist, said the band's management would not comment.
The band released its second
album "Life on Display" in
November The single "Away
from Me," spent two months
atop the rock radio charts.

Workers begin moving debris from crane collapse
ByJohnSeewer
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOLEDO, Ohio — Workers
yesterday began the process of
moving away debris from the site
of a crane collapse that killed four
workers last week.
It will take about two weeks to
move enough debris to allow all
of Interstate 280 to reopen, said
Richard Martinko, assistant
director of the Ohio Department
of Transportation. Cleaning up
the entire site will take about
eight weeks, he said.
The 1,000-ton crane that col-

lapsed Feb. 16 was putting
together the roadway on a new 1280 bridge. The crane, which
stretches above the bridge's pillars and lifts concrete sections of
the roadway into place, was moving forward.
Workers were standing on the
pillars and about to set the crane
into place when it came crashing
down. Four ironworkers died in
the accident. The last funeral for
the workers was on Monday.
Investigators were still examining the wreckage yesterday to
look for a cause.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™*»*

Mostly
Sunny

"Right now we don't have any
theories," Martinko said. "I ckwrt
want to start drawing conclusions about anything."
Only some preliminary interviews with workers and reviews
of the structure have been completed, he said.
The workers must remove
pieces of debris that are hanging
above the roadway and a large
steel section of the crane that is
leaning against a support before
the northbound lanes can open.
The southbound lanes opened
last week.

Nearly all of the crane fell
between the lanes, landing on
two construction trucks.
About 220 workers returned to
the bridge project yesterday,
including 10 workers who were
operating a second crane that
was nearly identical to the one
that fell and right next to the accident site.
That crane has been shutdown
and won't operate until a cause of
the collapse is determined.
Most of the work was shifted to
building bridge supports on the
other side of the Maumee River

High: 39'
Low: 21'

and to the casting yard.
Officials
from
Fru-Con
Construction Corp., the primary
contractor for the project, say
they think they can finish the
bridge by the end of 2006, the
original completion date.
Construction had been ahead
of schedule and the bridge was
expected to open
next
September before the accident.
Getting the bridge finished is a
priority for Toledo's leaders.
It will replace a drawbridge
over the river.
Business leaders and politi-

cians campaigned for a new
bridge for more than a decade,
complaining that the drawbridge
is a barrier to highway and river
traffic.
Toledo Mayor lack Ford said
there's no doubt that the drawbridge has been a hindrance to
attracting factories and other
businesses to the area and that
the new bridge would give the
city a new identity.
"It was a great source of pride
for the men and women working
on it," Ford said.

Pardy
Cloudy
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Workshops offer career planning
By Gregory Barth
RE POKIER

Finding the right internship
can be stressful and confusing,
but the Career Center and
Education Abroad offices want
students to know they're here to
help.
Deborah Worlcy, assistant
director of Career Services, and
Nicole Myers, an Education
Abroad counselor, held a workshop in the Union yesterday and
explained different resources
available to students, and offered
tips on what to do when looking
for an internship.
The Internet is one of the best

resources available to students.
Worley said, because students
have the opportunity to search
for jobs all over the country and
abroad, and also the chance to
find specific iiiternshi|>s.
During the workshop she listed
several websites, such as
www.jobprospector.com,
www.columbusjobs.com and
others, which provide useful
information about internships
and co-ops.
Worley also explained what
students should do when looking
for an internship.
"Sit down and think about it.
Plan your search well, and exe-

cute the search well," Woriey said.
Worley recommended students map out realistic goals for
finding an internship, co-op or
job.
"Prioritize as much as you can
and don't overwhelm yourself.
You should set and meet deadlines, but pace yourself, and keep
track of things," Uforley said. "The
biggest thing is to let people know
you're looking, and what you're
looking for."
Getting your name out and
networking with people who may
eventually be able to help you get
an internship or a job is the point,
Worley said.

Remember to keep track of the
companies you have had contact
with, Worthy said.
She recommends keeping a log
detailing who was contacted,
how the>r were contacted, and
what was said. Doing so helps
organize the job search, and also
helps students weed out employers who have not responded,
Mfarley said.
A common approach to contacting a company is to first send
an e-mail with your resume and
other information attached,
Wtorley said. Then, wait about a
week and half and see if you
receive anything. If you do not,

send a second e-mail to confirm
that the company received your
information. Then, if you still do
not receive anything from the
company, call them and see what
they say. After that, she said it is a
good idea to move on to the next
company.
Wtorley said this is just one of
many different ways to approach
a company, and that advisors
from the Career Service and
Education Abroad offices are
always willing to help students
figure out the most effective ways
to contact an employer.
"There are a lot of options in all
different locations and industries

and we're just here to help students uncover them," Worley
said,
Woriey said yesterday's workshop is just one of several they
will be sponsoring this semester.
Edlior's Note: For more information or for lielp finding an
internship, job or co-op, students
can stop by tlie Cower Service's
office in 310 Saddlemire, the
Educational Abroad office in 1109
OffenlwuerWest, or call 372-2451.

Sidewalks may be Bush open to state civil unions
renters' problem
ICE. FROM PAGE 1

phlet and place it at the house," Matt
Reger, city prosecutor, said. "Once the
pamphlet is placed, the department
documents that address and checks
back the next day. If the resident still has
not cleared the sidewalk they are
referred to me. Then I will send a letter
to them."
Under old rules, officials would have
to verify each complaint and send a
registered letter to the resident alloning
them24hourstoclearthe sidewalk. City
Council has now determined the prosecutor will handle all cases upon verification.
Approximately 90 percent of the
complaint calls placed are found to be
valid. No resident has ever been charged
or cited in violation of the ordinance.
According to lohn Mura, city councilman-at-large, most people comply once
a letter is issued.
"I think in some cases people need to
be reminded it's a safety hazard," Mura
said. "I think when people get reminded
they are compliant in removing the
snow and ice."
Although residents usually comply
with the letter, there are certain situations in which the Public Works

Department must send two employees
to clear a sidewalk. Citizens are responsible for all expenses, and the minimum
cost incurred is $60. Each employee is
paid $30 for one hour minimum.
Due to the steep cost, the best thing is
for residents to clear their sidewalks
themselves, lilair said.
In some situations residents could go
through plenty of trouble to clear their
sidewalk. Ice has become a significant
problem in Bowling Green this year. In
some situations, sidewalk ice worsened
due to freezing rain, and residents
wrenched through the ice.
Certain areas in Bowling Green see
more snow and ice on sidewalks than
others. East Wooster Street, Thurstin
Avenue, South College Street, State
Street, Napoleon Road and Conneaut
Avenue all tend to be hazardous to residents and kids walking.
For Mura, a misunderstanding of the
lease agreement is one reason walkers.
"I guess some times in rental areas
people don't realize it's their responsibility," Mura said. "Maybe it's because they
didn't read their lease, or whatever. But
it's the residents' responsibility, not the
city's."

and then it would be
BUSH, FROM PAGE 1
"The amendment should fully amendment,
sent to the states for ratification. It
issue for our nation than the presermust be approved by three-fourths,
vation of the institution of marriage," protect marriage while leaving or 38 of the 50. Bush's father pressed
said Kelly Shackelford, president of
the state legislatures free to for a constitutional amendment to
the Texas-based Free Market
ban flag burning but it was not
make their own choices in
Foundation, a family advocacy
group.
defining legal arrangements approved.
White House press secretary
Momentum for a constitutional
Scott McClellan said Bush believes
other
than
marriage."
amendment has grown as San
that amendment legislation subFrancisco officials have performed
mitted by Rep. Marilyn Musgrave,
PRESIDENT
GEORGE
W.
BUSH
thousands of same-sex marriages
R—Colo., meets his principles in
and have challenged their state law
protecting the "sanctity of marbarring such unions. In Massachusetts, Tom Delay, R-Texas. "We are trying to
the state's highest court has ruled that a bring them all together and unify them." riage" between men and women. But
California Republican Reps. David Bush did not specifically embrace any
state law falling short of allowing fullparticular legislation.
fledged marriage for gays would be Dreier and lerry Lewis said a constituBush's call for a gay-marriage amendtional amendment might not be necesunconstitutional.
ment came as the president sought to
Bush softened his announcement by sary.
"I will say that I'm not supportive of regain his footing after he was thrown on
leaving the door open for states to legalize civil unions, which gay rights groups amending the Constitution on this the defensive about issues ranging from
his Vietnam-era military record to misssay is an insufficient alternative to mar- issue," said Dreier, a co-chairman of ing weapons of mass destruction in Iraq.
riage. "The amendment should fully Bush's campaign in California in 2000. "I
"After more than two centuries of
protect marriage while leaving the state believe that this should go through the
legislatures free to make their own choic- courts, and I think that we're at a point American jurisprudence and millennia
human experience, a few judges and
es in defining legal arrangements other where it's not necessary." Lewis said of
local authorities are presuming to
than marriage," said Bush, who had changing the Constitution should be a
change the most fundamental instituopposed legalizing civil unions when he last resort on almost any issue.
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, tion of civilization," the president said.
was governor of Texas.
Answering Bush, Kerry said, "All
Republican officials said there was no a Democrat from San Francisco, said she Americans should be concerned when a
rush to bring an amendment to the floor would fight any amendment. "Never president who is in political trouble tries
in the House. Some conservatives want a before has a constitutional amendment
broader approach than Bush supports, been used to discriminate against a to tamper with the Constitution of the
and others oppose federalizing the issue, group of people, and we must not start United States at the start of his re-election campaign."
now," she said.
at least for now.
"I believe the best way to protect gays
Amending the Constitution is not
"The groups that are for a constitutional amendment are split over what it quick or simple. A two-thirds majority of and lesbians is through civil unions,"
said. "I believe the issue of marshould be," said House Majority l_eader both the I fouse and Senate must pass an Kerry
riage should be left to the states"

Think Fast Think FedEx.

North Enterprise
506 + 514 + 524

HEINZ APARTMENTS
451 + 424 Frazee Ave

3 bedrm w/ fireplace, furnished, microwave, A/C,
garbage disposal and dishwasher.

3 bedrm, 2 bath w/ fireplace, furnished,
microwaves, A/C. garbage disposal, dishwasher,
91/2 month lease

*9 1/2 mo. leas* starting @ $950./mo + util.

FedEx® Ground. Thinking about some
fast cash and help with college? Join the
fast-paced FedEx® Ground team as a parttime Package Handler. You'll work up a
sweat. And in return, get a weekly
paycheck, tuition assistance and more.

M year lease also available*

•starting @> S900/mo + utilities'

■FEBRUARY DEPOSIT SPECIAL $650.00-

GOING FAST!

COLUMBIA COURTS
903 - 935 Thurstin Ave

MERCER MANOR
323 + 331 South Mercer Rd

3 bedrm, 2 bath, furnished, A/C

3 bedrm, 2 bath w/ fireplace, furnished.
microwaves. A/C, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, 9 t/2 month lease

•starting @ S800/mo + utilities*

\-FEBRUARYDEPOSITSPECIAL $650.00

Check it
out todayl

•starting @ S780/mo + utilities*

www.greenbriarrentals.com

P/T PACKAGE
HANDLERS
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• Part-time, 5-day week
• $8.50-$10.00/hr. to start, scheduled raises

STUDENT TECH
February Monthly
Special
Event
1
V^ednesday, February 25 at 2*00 P"
lem

Accepting applications
Monday-Thursday, 8am- 1pm
& Friday, Ham-lpni:

.

FedEx Ground
650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH
(1 mile north of Airport Highway)
800-582-3577

. T .u,Unv {.enter *w

.

Reduction to tbe large

This is the only facility of its kind at any university in the country.
The laboratory can:

fedex.com/us/careers

• scan paintings, photos, slides and even 3 dimensional objects in a

Women and minorities are
encouraged to join the team.

• print images ranging from signs and posters through photographs

very high resolution up to 36x48" in size.
and even fine art up to 72" wide on a wide variety of media types.
• produce solid 3-D parts directly from computer files.

t« the large Digital Imagirift laboratory on n» firs! iisflr si Saddiewun far ■ I
band i-.'*Mrf»f>re. P!M ta attend to Jfa^bl^nnnnnnnnnnnnHnn^nnnnnnn^nnnnnnli:
I -■"':■
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AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN AND EATING DISORDERS

CAMPUS

This presentation encourages participants to critically
analyze the effect all forms of media, life and the college
settings have on women of color with regard to body and
self-esteem. Presenter Oniece Pickett, University of
Michigan, will share her research regarding body esteem
across ethnicity at noon in 1071 lanna Hall.

get a Hfe

Penn State students
hold Dance Marathon

luin- >."" Iv-ii i<tii.< .tlr ni l.i r/i.i It-m It r 111 ml
ht1|r7/www.bgsu.edu/caltfndar/calendar.html

By Gwenn Miller
KNIGHT RID0ER NEWSPAPERS

and again from
8-9:00 p.m.
Sponsored
by the Catholic
Newman Club.
Bottvn-Viomiison Student

lll.i.ill. noun

Into, and Ticket Sales for
Comedian Dane Cook
Sponsored by IJAC)
Union loliby .

Union Multipurpose Room

I O.I. 111. Ill II HI

Info, for "Ceo lourney"
S|Kiiisored by the (ieology
Club/[)cpartment.
Union lobby

2-3 p.m.
Student Tech Monthly
Special Event for I'ebruaryIntroduction to
the Dirge Format Digital

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Annual Undergraduate Art &
Design Exhibition
Dorothy Uber Hryan & Will/ml
Wankelman (killeries

part of your spring break, this
workshop will discuss healthy
ways to drink alcohol by providing practical harm reduction
lips and informative facts about
drinking. Please call (41913722081 to register as space is limited.
Counseling Center, 320
StuUllemire Student Sendees
Huilding

Imaging

The Student Tech Monthly
Special Event for l'ebruary
will lx' an introduction to
the Dirge Format Digital

II a.m.-3 p.m.

Imaging Laboratory.

Tuition Raffle
Sponsored by the University
I lonors Program.

This is the only facility of its
kind at any university in the country.

Union Lobby

200Stiddlemire

Noon-12:30 p.m.
Ash Wednesday Service
The service will also he presented from I-1:30 p.m.

4-5 p.m.

I torn 1 ft Your Spring Bleak (let
Wasted
If you choose to make alcohol

7:30!fc30p.m.
Zeta Phi Beta Family Feud
Sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc. as part of their
Finer VVbmanhood Week.
101 Olsatmp Hall
8:00 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Laura
Melton, piano
Recital series featuring faculty
of the College of Musical Arts.
Free and open to the public.
Hrycm Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.— The last time
Adam Duff did it, he said his feet felt like
they weighed 100 pounds. He was disoriented. He didn't know where he was.
Sound like Duff had a bad trip? I le did-.
n't, although the
Penn State
Interfraternity
Council/Panhellenic
Dance Marathon is a trip, of sons.
Duff, the 2004 overall chainnan of the
Dance Marathon and a former dancer,
described the experience as a Hood of
emotions.

NabilK. MaiK r.

"You go from this absolutely incredible .
feeling.osometimesnotknowingwhatto MARATHON: Colleen Kelly, left, and Kim Moyer, right,
do," Duff said. "You're just kind of like, ,raP Shannon Lemmers, 10, while dancing during the
'Wow, am I still in this same room?'"
2003 Penn State Dance Marathon on Feb. 22.

That's what 48 hours on your feet will do
to you. But the hallucinations and the blisters are
all suffered for a cause diat exists to alleviate suffering
The Dance Marathon, commonly known as
"Thon," is a 48-hour event that benefits the Four
Diamonds Fund, an organization founded to
help children and their families battle cancer
through monetary and emotional support.
Children who are being treated at Penn Slate
Milton S. I lershey Medical Center in Hershey, Pa.,
are eligible for assistance.

Thon is also the largest student-run philanthropy in the country a title it has held for
decades now. The event has grown from 75 students raisinga mere $2,000 in 19731" hundreds of
dancers raising$3.0 million last year.
[he infornialThon slogan has become "No sitting, no sleeping, no kidding," and that's true.
Dancers even stand while the\ eat.
I lie name naturally begs die question, do you
dance the whole time?
"When you have 700 people taking small steps,
it looks like dancing," Duff said.

18 & Over Every Thurs, Fri, & Sat
Pulse Features 7 Different Levels, 4 Incredible
Rooms, Over 3,000 ft2 Of Dance Floor Space,
Stadium Style Seating, An All New - State
Of The Art - Sound System And Light Show!

VVhatDoYouGareAbcxjtV\feek

THURSDAY
The Original College ID Night
Get in FREE w/ College ID Until 11pm
I 50 Cent Drafts All Night Long) DJ Rob Sample
Mixes The Best In Dance And Hip Hop For You
| To Shake Your Booty To & DJ Symmetry From
Q96.9 Spins The Most Intense Techno, House
And Electronic Music In The Underground!

HUNGER KILLS...
Everyday, more than 30,000 children around the world die of hunger.
To be a part of the solution, take ownership of the problem.

BGSUrve cordially invites you to attend this year's

FR DAY

Hunger Banquet

3...2...1... Ignition

Monday, March 22, 2004
5:00-7:00 PM
OlscampioiA

|$3 Jagerbombs, $2 Well Drinks, $1 Drafts All Night
Ladies VIP Access Until 11pm

SATURD/VY
Come Experience Toledo's Largest And Only
True Nightclub As It Hosts The Awe-Inspiring
Mixture Of Pounding Music And Strobing
Light Show!

Bringing a non-perishable food item is recommended.
RSVP to the Office of Campus Involvement at 372-^343 or e-mail
involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu by March 16, 2004.

1
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volwmenl

Rock Wednesdays
419 353 7511

238 N. Main St.. BG.

SKY BAR
Drink Specials - Even/ Week, Aff Night!

DfTner Theatre

Come relax and enjoy rock music starting from the grunge
era (early 90's) to today's modern rock bands

raifliwtSBi

San. Feb 29th -3pm
ADM
•

■ I

5

Dc'Co"n?dv'J3Tf
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Drink Specials

Coldplay

RH (mi: V

$2.00 Pitchers
$2.50 Bomb Special
$1.50 Jello shots

Nirvana

a**cu

Wthe ws&

*tkt

■,,ij.
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!

Correction from Monday's ad
Captain Morqan $1.75
$1.75 Molson/Molson Liqht 12oz Bottles & 16o? Drafts
$3.00 Bomb Special

,T : il&ii&fS&m&f'r ~<>£

\$i

Notbfn bu( drink'in music all nfqbt long"
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QroTKiMirim.

OPINION

"Tips all — maybe not all fiction — but most
of it is."
HUTTON GIBSON, Md Gibson's lather, on his opinion
lhal the Holocaust has been exaggerated.
(DCMHOJUOBO

Proposed amendment unconstitutional
esident George W. Bush
'is considering making
one of the biggest mislake of his four-year tenn.
Yesterday, in a short appearance at the White House, Bush
announced he is backing a constitutional amendment that will
effectively ban gay marriages.
Groups and organizations
such as the American Center for
1 .iv. and justice are supporting
Hush by saying the amendment

would protect the sanctity of
marriage between one man and
one woman.
This amendment, if passed,
would trample on the rights of a
group that already endures a lot
of discrimination. According to
9fh amendment of the
Constitution, "The enumeration
in the Constitution, of certain
rights, shall not be construed to
deny or disparage others
retained by the peopleNow, gay marriage has never

been written in the Constitution
as a right, but neither is the pursuit of life, liberty and happiness.
These are the basic principles
upon which our country has
been built. In this case, the constitutional amendment banning
gay marriages would be in violation of the 9th amendment.
If this amendment passed, it
would be the first ever to specifically advocate discrimination.
Aren't amendments used to generally improve the civil rights of

,iriTp

MS TO THE EDITOR

Form your
own opinion
on rock music
Yes, it's true, "modem rock"
isn't exactly something I can tap
my foot to... even now as I sit at
work I hear the ever popular
"Numb" by radio favorites linkin
Park.
Despite this downward spiral
that rock radio has taken, there
are a few things to take into consideration before we grind our
teeth too badly.
First, the radio is one of the
main popular culture outlets in
the world. Even back in the early
days of radio, DJ's were actually
bribed to play certain music. It
happens.
Second, Who is on MTV? Who
is in every single I lollywood
magazine on the newsstand and
"Entertainment Tonight" type
show? The answer: The studs
and studettes of modem rock
radio.
Record companies have mass
produced disposable "rock stars"
at an alarming rate. This mass
production has resulted in poor
lyrical and musical content in
songs. Ihese rock gods can pop
nut a radio-friendly-beginningguitar-player's-dream rock song
in five minutes.
So what if the "well dressed
pseudo hippie" likes the Stokes,
or the "depressed, hard drinking
former jock" rocks out to
Nickleback (if that is possible) —
let them! To be honest, I don't
want them to do otherwise.
Some people don't have the
interest in music to fomi their
own original opinion about it.
Some people don't have the drive
to care. So who cares?
Let people listen to what they
like. Most "music appreciators"
would whine for hours if loe
Blow off the street liked "their
music" Don't make them mad,
they're my friends.
At least there are college radio
stations (most colleges have at
least one, we have two] that will
let almost anyone do a radio
show.
If one really wants to make a

difference, my advice is to take a
couple hours out of your day and
do your own specialty radio
show. Ck) crazy and hang fliers
for it that say. "Fscape from manufactured pop rock here." After
all, we have the right to free
speech.
There is still hope for the millions of kids out there who think
they are "hardcore" because they
like Evanesence.

KATIE STANK0
STUDENT

Eccentricity is
not the only U.
dance group
Upon reading the article
"Dance Team Fills Cultural Gap"
in The BG News on Monday, we
believe that some infomiation
has been omitted and misunderstood. It is obvious to those who
are involved in dance on campus
thai the founder of Eccentricity is
unaware of the large spectrum of
diversity in dance at the
University.
The article leads readers to
believe that Eccentricity is the
only diverse dance group on
campus. In fact, there are
numerous other organizations
that have been promoting diversity in dance for over a decade.
Groups such as Africana
Dance Troupe, Afro-Caribbean
Dance Ensemble, the Dance
Team, the Step group, the
University Performing Dancers
and the University Dance
Alliance have rich histories within the University which assists in
creating a diverse atmosphere of
dance and culture.
On a personal level, we have
been involved in the dance program through the School of
11 in i MI i Movement, Sport and
Leisure Studies for the past four
years. Along with the standard
dance offerings of ballet, jazz,
modern and tap, the program
allows for cultural growth stemming from courses such as Asian
Movement Forms and I lip I lop
& Culture.
The Universitv Dance Alliance

offers dance forms that are not
included in the dance program's
curriculum. The mission of UDA
is to promote diverse dance
styles to University students and
the surrounding community.
Within UDA alone, we have
been able to bring professionals
to campus to teach a variety of
classes including: African,
Balinesc, Congolese, Latin,
Middle Eastern and many others.
Upcoming classes consist of
Flamenco and Hip Hop. If UDA
is not a group embracing diversity and encouraging involvement,
we don't know what is.
Similarly, the lanuary
University Performing Dancers'
concert, "Crossroads," represented five different cultures through
dance — Korean, I Tula. West
African, Asian forms, and
American forms. The University
received national recognition
when UPD was specifically chosen to perform a South African
dance at the Kennedy Center For
the Performing Arts in 2002.
Although Eccentricity may
contribute to the diversity of
dance at the University, it is certainly not diverse in and of itself.
People have combined hip
hop with jazz like Eccentricity in
the past and with no fanfare necessary. Diversity does not merely
mean the blending of two dance
forms for one's own good.
Diversity allows performers to
use a wide variety of dance to
bring people together without
setting up barriers around one's
art form. It seems to us that the
cultural gap has already been
filled by the many dance organizations on campus — not by
Eccentricity alone. It would be an
outlandish falsehood to believe
otherwise.
We would like to invite the
staff of The BG News and
University students to attend
UPD and UDA concerts, which
have been diligently and faithfully performed for the benefit and
betterment of the University
community. Once you attend,
you will understand and appreciate artistic diversity.

m

Opinion Columnist

Everyone decided to come to
college for a different reason. I
believe the majority of people
came to do what we have to do
to get a degree in a field that

interests us. However, some students came solely to party and
meet people.

PRIORITIES, PAGE 8

let's pass an amendment that
specifically discriminates against
homosexuals.
Contradiction two: Marriage
is a right afforded to the state.
According to the 10th amendment of the Constitution, "The
powers not delegated to the
United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it
to the states, are reserved to the
states respectively, or to the people."
According to Foxnews.com.

"The Massachusetts Supreme
Court last month struck down
that state's ban on same-sex
marriage, saying it is unconstitutional."
California is also among the
states that support gay marriages, with San Francisco having
held more than 1,600 gay marriages.
Either way you look at this
proposed amendment, whether
from a moral or constitutional
standpoint, is unconstitutional.

PEOPLE Nader will improve
0NTHE STREET pool of candidates
Do you think a amitutional amendment
to ban gay marriages
is going too far?

RACHEL BENSON
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED
"Yes. It is promoting
prejudice."

KATIE LEWIS
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

"Hell, why don't we
just ban straight
marriages, too?"

JAMIE LAMB
SOPHOMORE, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"Yes. I should be able
to marry Meagan
if I want."

JULIE LEPPELMEIER
AMBER BROWNING
STUDENTS

Get your priorities in order now
JEREMY
DUBOIS

individuals?
There are several amendments
that grant more rights to people,
but there are none that take
away rights, at least at this point.
This situation is simply drowning in contradictions
Contradiction one: There is a
lot of talk in this country and
among our society that everyone
is created equal and everyone
has the right to be the same as
everyone else. So, to show how
much we care about equality,

MEAGEN BOZARTH
SOPHOMORE, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"Yes. I should be able
to marry Jamie
if I want."

RUSS
ZIMMER
Opinion Columnist
Ralph Nader announced his
bid for (he presidential nomination Sunday amidst much criticism from the Democratic party
and others wishing to remove
President Bush from office.
I have always liked Ralph
Nader. I le is a man with good
convictions who has done
much work for consumer protection and the environment.
However, I had always been
against him running in the 2004
presidential election. After
watching his interview on "Meet
the Press" Sunday morning, 1
changed my mind. I guess I just
needed to hear him talk.
Nader responded to some
issues Democratic candidates,
lohn Edwards and John Kerry,
would never address. Besides, I
never really bought into the idea
of Nader as the spoiler of the
2000 election, let me explain.
The Gore campaign was
pathetic at best. He managed to
lose his home state of
Tennessee. He and his fellow
Democrats were screwed over
by the First Brother, Jeb Bush
and Florida Secretary of State
■Catherine Harris.
Harris created a purge list of
voters in the state, using a
Florida law that prohibits felons
from Florida and several other
states from voting. The problem
is that only a few thousand of
over 90,000 that were not
allowed to vote were felons. The
majority of those purged being
African-American and/or
Democrats not convicted of
felonies. They were guilty only
of having a similar name or
birthday to a felon.
Consider that Bush won
Florida by 537 votes and you
could see that maybe the candidates from other smaller parties, such as the Libertarian
party, might have accounted for
the difference But that is all in
the past. What can we expect
from Nader later this year?
First off, Nader will not have
the suppon of the Green party
— he is running as an
Independent. It will be more
difficult for him to get on as
many state ballots as in 2000.
Plus, citizens will be more
hesitant to cast their votes for
Nader if they are worried about
Bush being re-elected. Which 1
think is pretty sad, and so does

Nader.
People in our system are
forced to vote for the lesser of
" two evils. I think it is important
for Democrats to admit that Al
Gore as president would not be
as drastically different from
President George Bush as they
would like to think.
I think it is important to realize that Bush had his chance
land failed miserably) and that
while cither Kerry or Edwards
would both be better presidents, neither would propose
the drastic changes that Nader
seeks.
Nader made a lot of sense
during his Sunday morning
interview with Tim Russert.
Democrats want to force him
out of the election. In essence,
the)' want to remove a choice
from voters and go against the
very foundation of Democracy.
If voters feel like Nader better
represents their beliefs, then
they should have the option to
vote for Nader and not compromise their values.
Nader suggested impeaching
President Bush on national TV.
Why not? Clinton lied about sex
and Bush lied about nuclear
weapons. I'd say the former is at
least slightly less treasonous.
Kerry and Edwards are too
afraid to make such a claim.
They would also be too scared
to nin controlling corporations
out of Washington.
Nader believes in equal rights
for same-sex couples, U.N.
authority in Iraq, keeping jobs
in America and repealing Bush
tax cuts: all things Kerry and
Edwards have alluded to. With
Nader as president you will
have a man with a history of
battling corporations and not
succumbing to special interests
— we can't speak for the other
candidates.
I am not telling anyone to
vote for Ralph Nader — that is
their business. Still, I don't want
another four years of Bush.
I lowever, inevitably another
"George Bush" will come to
power under this political system, maybe even the aforementioned younger brother leb in
2008. There will undoubtedly be
more "John Kerrys" and "lohn
Edwards" in the future as well.
Nader, however, sets himself
apart and if he sparks your
interest then give him a fair
shake.
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Golfers finish second

February 25,
2004

CHARLESTON, S.C. —The
Bowling Green men's golf team
finished second at the
Charleston Southern
University Kickoff Classic, led
by Heath Ziglar's 54-hole score
of222.
Ziglar shot a 70 for the third
round, which concluded yesterday. His overall score was
good enough for third place in
the tournament. Teammate
Craig Pickerel shot a 227 to finish 11th in the tournament
Host Charleston Southern
won the tournament with a
team score of 890. The Falcons
were 15 strokes back with a
score of 905.
Check back for more details
in tomorrow's BG News.

Free food for first
750 students tonight
The first 750 students at
tonight's men's basketball
game will get free Pepsi and
popcorn, courtesy of the
Athletic Department and
Dining Services.

Rangers
get best
of deal

<S>

WILL
CURITQRE
Sports Reporter

If you've read my columns, then
you should know that 1 am a
diehard Yankee faaWiit, don't turn
the page yet. I'm not here to bask in
the success of the last decade, or
berate anyone for hating the Yanks.
I just want to put something to rest
The A-Rod trade is historic in
that it is the only time a reigning
Most Valuable Player has ever been
traded. He led the American
league in home runs. He and current Yankee shortstop Derek leter,
friends for years, will make up possibly the best shortstop/third base
combination in the history of baseball
Alright A-Rod, enough praising
Let's see how this trade will effect
both the Yanks and Rangers.
The New York Yankees, who
already had the highest payroll in
the history of baseball, will only see
it raise as Rodriguez and his $252
million contract join the squad Hie
Yanks won't have to pay the entire
salary, but they will have to paySl 12
million of the remaining $189 million on his contract Yankee Owner
George Steinbrenner is well aware
of what it takes to maintain a winning team these days, so he has no
problem shelling out the cash
needed to win championships,
how ever much that might be
On the other hand, the trade
does help the team This, after all, is
baseball, and the majority of its fans
have no idea what any of this economic garbage means. All they care
about is winning the ultimate prize
in October. With Alex Rodriguez in
the mix, the Yankees' lineup will be,
as it was written on yankees.com,
"Duly scary".
So, what about the Rangers?
What will they do without their star
player? Well, they do have former
Yankee Alfonso Soriano He might
not be quite what A-Rod is, but he is
certainly a lot cheaper. Once Texas
finds a place for him. he should lit
right into the puzzle as the Rangers
try to rebuild. As fer as I'm concerned, the Rangers might have
gotten the better of the Yankees in
this deaL Though Rodriguez is possibly the games best player, he has
die biggest contract in the history of
professional sports. When Texas
traded him away, they not only
received possibly the best second
baseman in the game, but the
money in which they can sign multiple high level players.
Despite all of the economic statistics and sentimentality over
Soriano packing his bags, this is
what had to be done. When Aaron
Boone went down with a torn ACL,
there were several options. The Boss
decided that this was the best Well
have to wait and see if hes right Irs
like Suzyn Waldman of the YES
Network said in one of her
columns, "Bottom line, when you
can get the best player in the game,
you get him."

www.bgnews.com/sports
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BG clinches first-round game
By Joel Hammond
SPORTS REPORTER

Bowling Green's women's basketball team is in the midst of
perhaps the worst two-game
stretch during its surprising
2003-2004 campaign.
Yet. the team has all sorts of
good news to celebrate as it prepares for today's tilt with
Marshall in lluntington: The
Falcons will, at the veiy worst,
still host a first-round game in
the upcoming Mid-American
Conference tournament, and
the players are, simply, a bit perturbed with their play.
Despite being in good position to win both games, the
freshman-laden
Falcons
dropped two hard-fought games
last week, a four-overtime thriller
Wednesday to Northern Illinois,
and a 71-62 defeat at the hands
of red-hot Kent State Saturday.
But with the Huskies' loss at
Marshall Sunday, BG has
clinched a first-round home
game, and, if they win out. will
cam the fourth seed.
"The other good news is that

our team is frankly not real
happy about Ithe first-round
home gamel," Falcon coach Curt
Miller said. "They know that last
week we squandered an opportunity to move up in the rankings. As happy as we are getting
to the goals we set, I like the attitude of our team that they don't
like that we've backed into that.
They know we have a lot of
unfinished business ahead in
the next three games."
Miller ripped his team after
Saturday's loss after its secondstraight poor shooting performance, something his teams
and BG teams have prided
themselves on for years. But in
the last two games, the Falcons
have shot a paltry 35 percent
from the floor (49-of-140),
including 21 percent from the
behind the 3-point arc.
The shooting troubles,
according to Miller, are a confidence issue.
"Shooting is such a unique
approach," Miller said. "As a
coach, at times you yell at them,
and try to demand they have

more confidence and then you
don't say anything. Our new
approach is we're going to stop
talking about it, and just try to
stay confident in the players and
get a lot of extra reps in and see
how we turn out. We're cleariy a
lot better shooting team than
what we have shot the ball
recently.
"We have to get back to what
we believe in, and that's that
we're an offensive team," he said.
Some of that poor shooting
may have been caused by Kent
and Northern's ability to pressure BG's wing players, something that the Falcons may see
the rest of the way. That includes
Wednesday, against a team
Miller calls the most athletic
team in the conference.
"They are a physical team, a
team that can guard you in a
variety of ways and really harass
you," Miller said. "They struggle
with perimeter scoring, but for
lack of a better word, they chuck
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL. PAGE 6
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STAYING CONFIDENT: Bowling Green's Kelly Kapferer takes a shot
during the Falcons' loss to Kent State. The Falcons look to end a
two-game skid tonight against Marshall.

Falcons battle UT;
look to keep winning
By Elliott Schreiner
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

MAB

Mftzyw BG News

ABOVE THE RIM: Bowling Green's Josh Almanson tights for the ball
against two Youngstown State players during Saturday's win. The
Falcons have a chance to redeem their Jan. 22 loss to Toledo tonight.

Round two of the batde of I75 is on its way tonight when
the Bowling Green men's basketball team welcomes archrival Toledo to Andersoti
Arena.
The Falcons will look to
avenge a loss from last month
when the Rockets downed
them 83-80 in a game that
went down to the wire.
Despite the heartbreaking
way they lost, the Falcons are
relatively unaffected by what
happened.
"That was a long time ago,"
BG forward Cory Eyink said.
"It's in our heads, but every
game on the schedule is just
as important as the next.
The game will be big for
both teams as they jockey for
position in the Mid-American
Conference. BG sits 2 1/2
games behind Toledo in conference play at 7-7 but have
won three of their last four.
The Rockets are 10-5 at this
point but will be looking to
snap a three game losing
streak.
BG head coach Dan Dakich

"Playing at home,
we have a comfort
level. It's positive
for us to be at
home."
CORY EYINK, FORWARD
sees this as nothing but trouble for the Falcons.
"I think a loss makes kids
play harder the next time
out," he said. "Every time
we've lost we've come out to
practice the next time and
went harder."
The renewed determination won't be all Toledo will
bring to the game. They will
also pose BG with the same
problems they did when the
two teams last met.
The problems began with
UT's talented trio of guards.
Senior Keith Triplet! leads the
Rockets' attack with 18.6
points, 5 rebounds, 3 assists
and 2.5 steals as well as
enough credentials to win the
MAC player of the year. His
running mates are just as

deadly. Sammy Villegas is second on the Rockets in scoring,
dropping 13,5 points per contest and freshman point guard
Justin Ingram has been solid
all year scoring 9.8 points and
dishing out 3.1 assists per
game.
But they're not all talent.
"They're a really hard playing team," Dakich said.
"They're a team with confidence, a team with a lot of
fight and a lot of determination."
BG will also bring some
weapons to the game. The
Falcons have the second best
scoring trio in the MAC as Ron
Lewis, Kevin Netter and lohn
Reimold combine to score
45.2 points per game for BG
and could provide an advantage for the Falcons.
The other big advantage for
the Falcons will be playing at
Anderson, where they arc 9-2
this season.
"Playing at home, we have a
comfort level," Eyink said. "It's
positive for us to be at home."
MEN'S BASKETBALL, PAGE 6

Cavs' Silas can relate to Baker's plight
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — Paul Silas
would follow a 20-rebound game
by trying to drink as many beers.
The Cavaliers coach remembers nights he would chug down
a few cold ones before hoarding
unopened beers left for his teammates who didn't drink alcohol.
"I would have five or six before
1 left the locker room," Silas said
yesterday. "1 could really drink a
lot and 1 liked it"
About 15 years ago, he quit
"I had to," he said. "They say
you can't quit on your own, but I
did."
Now a recovering alcoholic,
Silas can relate from personal
experience to the current plight of
Vin Baker, the. four-time AU-Star
released last week by the Boston
Celtics for violating the terms of
his alcohol treatment program.

One of the league's greatest alltime rebounders, the 60-year-old
Silas was able to pull his life
together. 1 le now prays Baker can
one day do the same and hopes
odiers can be sympathetic to his
struggle.
"I just hope he can get the
desired help he needs and goes
through sobriety," Silas said.
"Because it |alcoholism| is devastating. I hope people understand
what it is — that it's a disease. It's
something I can sympathize with
him with because I've been
there."
Silas' candid revelation — he
hasn't spoken to Cleveland's players about his alcohol problems—
that he was a heavy drinker was
prompted by a question before
Monday's game on whether the
Cavs were interested in signing
Baker.
"He has a disease," Silas said.

"And I have it, too."
Yesterday, Silas went into
greater detail about his "demons."
Growing up in Oakland, Calif.,
Silas was around alcohol at an
early age.
His late father would come
home from work drunk and pass
out in a chair. Although aware of
his father's problem and the
potential that he could follow a
destructive path, Silas loved the
taste of that first beerasa 16-yearold and continued to drink during four years at Creighton
University.
"In Omaha, there wasn't a heck
of a lot to do, and we boozed it up
pretty good," Silas said.
An NBA lifestyle of late nights,
first-class plane trips and luxury
hotels contributed to his drinking
in the 1960s and 70s, Silas said. So
did an American culture, which
didn't stigmatize drinking and
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smoking as it does today.
"When I was with the St. Louis
Hawks, we would come in at halftime and there would be a cigarette on each player's chair,'' Silas
said. "Guys would light up I just
smell the stuff now and it makes
me sick to my stomach."
Silas's 16-year playing career
ended in 1980 when he retired
after three seasons with the
Seattle SuperSonics. However, his
drinking only increased.
I le took a job with a consulting
firm in New York with his former
agent, and Silas said many
evenings included post-work
cocktails — a lot of them.
It was following one such night
that Silas decided he had had his
fill of alcohol.
Driving aimlessly in a drunken
stupor, he made a wrong turn
and got lost as he tried to get
home to suburban Westchcster

County. Silas decided immediately it was time to straighten out his
life.
"1 started praying," Silas said,
"and 1 said, 'Lord, if you let me
find my way, 1 won't take another
drop' And there was like an illumination and I saw the Istreetl
sign for where I was. I went home
and told me wife, That's it' And I
just quit."
Although he was twice an AUStar and won three NBA titles,
Silas is sure his drinking affected
him as a player, but he'll never
know just how much.
"I'm sure it did, but somehow 1
made it through," he said.
Silas hasn't been asked yet, but
he said he would gladly offer
advice to any player seeking his
help if the)' had a problem with
alcohol.
"I'm not ashamed," he said. "It's
who I am. It's part of my life."

SPORTS
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Falcons still
could get
tourney bye

Pedro focusing on new season
Yankees 6-5 in II innings in
Game 7 of the AL championship
series.
"I hope ... we are the team to
heat," Martinez said yesterday,
"hut I don't want to say it. I want
to do it."
lor now, he considers the
Yankees the team to heat
hecause they went to the World
Series. In Game 3 of the AIJCS,

By Howard Ulman
IHf ASSOCIATED PRESS

PORT MYERS, Ha. — IVdru

Martinez wants to forget his con
Iracl flap, his Game 7 Hop and his

Don Zbiuner flip.
Hie siai pitcher is preparing
tor another attempt at helping
the Boston Red Sox win their first
World Series title since 1918. Lasl
year, they lost to the New York

Martinez pushed New York
bench coach Zimmer to the
ground during a melee. In Game
7, he gave up three runs in the
eighth inning, letting the
Yankees tie it 5-5.
Now Martinez enters his seventh year with the Red Sox
knowing he could leave next offseason as a free agent. I le said no
contract talks have been held.

Brila Meng t)utz«n AP Photo

BACK ON THE FIELD: Boston Red Sox pitcher Pedro Martinez warms up during spring training workouts yesterday in Fort Myers, Fla. Martinez, who is in the last year of his contract, was late arriving to
spring training due to a family medical emergency.

Falcons hoping to
pack Anderson
The Falcons, while they
haven't performed at a level they
were expecting, may be coming
into their own as the season
winds down and are hoping this
game will draw a rowdy crowd.
"We know we haven't performed
to expectations,"
Kcimold said. "If we get a packed
house, it'll help us win the game.
I don't know if the fans know
how important they are."
The Falcons will look to continue their hot play tonight
when thev host the Rockets.

MEN'S BASKETBALL FROM PAGE 5

Trie first meeting between the
two featured an oppressive
Rockets' crowd whose favorite
chant was "BG sucks" and
whose favorite T shirt read "BG
girls are ugly." The Falcons are
hoping for just as an intense
showing from the crowd at
Anderson tonight.
"I've always said it's the
cheapest ticket in the world,"
Dakich said. "It hope it's packed,
it's always fun when it is."
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445 East WoOSttr St. • 352-0717
» ww.grevnhriarrcntals.com

"Anybody can carry the load
that I might not on a certain day,"
Martinez said.
Wakefield had an outstanding
ALCS until allowing Aaron
Boone's series-ending solo
homer in the Uth. The game
wouldn't have reached extra
innings if Boston had held its 5-2
lead in the eighth.
Martinez retired the first batter, before Derek leter doubled
and scored on Beniie Williams'
single. Manager Grady little
went to the mound and left
Martinez in to pitch to Hideki
Matsui, even though reliever
Alan I-mbree was warming up.
Matsui doubled Williams to
third before Jorge Posada
bkxiped a double that tied the
game. Martinez left, limbree
entered — and Uttle was sent
packing in the offseason.
"I was asked a question (by
little) whether I wanted to pitch
to Matsui," Martinez said. "If you
ask me if I could pitch to Matsui
again, I would say, "Yes.'
"I would never say 'No,'
because I'm paid to do that for
nine innings and there's no one
to blame," he added, "but that
was the question. I wasn't really
insisting on staying in the game.
I was a little bit scared to leave
the game, but it really wasn't my
decision."
I.ess than two weeks later,
Uttle was gone.
Another central figure in that
series also moved on. Zimmer is
now with the lampa Bay Devil
Rays after eight years in New
York.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL FROM PAGE 5

it and duck and run and go get it
until they get closer and closer
and score. They're really good at
that; you've got to keep them off
the boards. A lot of people are
intimidated against Marshall
before the game starts. You can't
be intimidated against them."
The Thundering Herd is led by
Sikeetha Shepard-Hall, who
averages 10.4 points per game,
and Catie Knable, who scores 9.8
points and grabs 9.5 boards per
game. The latter is the thirdhighest total in the league.
NOTES: The Falcons, as a
team, have recorded 20 doubledoubles on the season, including
seven from Ali Mann and five
from I jndsay Austin. That total is
the highest in 16 years. BG
totaled four last year ... The
falcons are not mathematically
eliminated from gaining a firstround bye in the MAC tournament, given to the top three
seeds in the conference in regular-season play. But BG would
need Kent to lose two of its last
. three games while winning out
to gamer that third seed ... After
Marshall, the Falcons take on
two teams — Ball State and
Toledo — that are directly below
them in the conference standings. "All three teams are fighting
hard for those playoff spots at
home," Miller said. "Winning
head-to-head matchups gives
you that much more advantage."

Larson gets rare second chance
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) — games a year later and .101 in
Brandon Larson knows that 32 games last season.
The Reds thought he was
second chances don't come
ready for his breakout season
often in the major leagues.
He wasted his first chance in 2003 and moved Aaron
to win the Cincinnati Reds' Boone to second base in
starting job at third base last spring training to open a spot.
season, playing so poorly that Instead, Larson played so
he was sent to the minors in poorly that the Reds sent him
less than a month. The former to Triple-A on April 19, when
first-round draft pick is get- he was hitting .083, and
ting another shot at getting it moved Boone back to third.
right.
He hit .323 at lauisville —
i ai .nil. 27, has no serious he has never had problems
competition for the third base hitting in the minors — and
job during spring training. It's was called back up but was in
not that he has done anything an 0-for-16 slump when a torn
to win it — the Reds simply lain inn ended his season on
don't have a replacement Aug. 16. He also had slumps of
lined up. If Larson fails again, O-for-13 and 0-for-17 with the
Reds.
they'll start looking for one.
Boone was traded to the
Second chances are rare.
Third chances are wishful Yankees in July, opening up
thinking.
the job at third. Russell
"I know I need to make the Branyan, who started 18
most of the opportunities I'm games at third base last seabeing given," Larson said. "I son, was allowed to leave as a
certainly didn't capitalize on free agent in December, clearthe opportunity that was ing the way for I .IISOM to get
given to me last year, for what- another chance.
The Reds hope new hitting
ever reason. I'm just trying to
coach Chris Chambliss and
put that aside."
Last year, the Reds planned infield instructor Randy
their infield around l.arson, Whisler help Larson translate
who was the 14th overall pick i his minor league success to
in the 1997 amateur draft out the next level.
of 1-ouisiana Slate. The Texan
"He's going to get all the
set school and Southeastern opportunities that we can give
Conference records with 40 him down here," manager
homers and 118 RBIs in his Dave Miley said. "We've only
final season and was MVP of been down here a few days,
but just from watching what
the College World Series.
Larson has done well in the Randy's doing with him and
minors but hasn't played well what Chris is doing with him,
enough to establish himself in we're hoping to see the
the majors. He hit .121 in 14 Brandon that I've seen in
games in 2001, .275 in 23 Triple-A."

www.bgsufalcons.com

Falcon Basketball Q
BGSU
vs.
Toledo
Wednesday
February 25th
7:00 p.m.
Anderson Arena

Martinez said he wants to end
his career in Boston and will give
the team a chance to sign him —
even if it's after the season. If that
doesn't happen, he should have
several suitors.
"Forget about what's going to
happen to me. 1 don't have anything to prove," he said yesterday, his first day of spring training workouts. "If they don't want
to sign me, that's fine. I'm pretty
sure I'll probably get a job with
somebody else. But if they do. I'll
be more than happy to stay
here."
Martinez probably won't
throw off a mound for about a
week. He reported three days
after the team's other pitchers;
the Red Sox gave him permission
to arrive late because of a family
medical issue.
"Pedro's got a pretty good history of being a pretty good pitcher," new Red Sox manager Terry
I'rancona said. "He'll be ready to
go."
last season, Martinez went
14-4 with a league-best 2.22 LRA..
In his six Red Sox seasons, he is
101-28 with a 2.26 F.RA and two
AL Cy Young Awards. He also
won the 1997 Nl. Cy Young
Award with Montreal.
If Martinez falters this season,
the Red Sox will have one of
baseball's best pitchers to send
to the mound in the next game:
Curt Schilling. Boston obtained
him in a trade with Arizona, a
move that drops Derek lowe, 3815 the past three seasons, into
the No. 3 starting spot, and Tim
Wakefield to No. 4.

AlBehnnanAf Plh.io

FIRST WORKOUT: Cincinnati Reds shortstop Barry Larkin. left,
talks with third baseman Brandon Larson yesterday at spring
training camp in Sarasota, Fla. The Reds held their first workout
for position players yesterday.
Notes: The Reds' position
players had physicals in the
morning yesterday, then participated in the first full-squad
workout ... Larson, Austin
Kearns and Adam Dunn are

among 15 players who are not
signed to 2004 contracts.
Their contracts can be automatically renewed by the club
starting next Tuesday.

Falcon Hockey /Q
www.bgsufalcons.com

, U

BGSU
Northern Michigan

ill

Friday - 7:05 p.m.
Saturday - 7:35 p.m.
(Fax Sports l\iet)
February 27th & 2Bth
BGSU Ice Arena

ft i!

The first 750 students will receive a vouch •r for
• FREE PEPSI and FREE POPCORN courtet ly of
the University Dining Services and tha
Athletic Department!

On Friday two lucky fans will gat tha chanca to win a
Falcon Prize Pack In tha Falcon Diatanca
Challenge!

Student s don't miss out on your chance to win
FREE fr ies at 85 courtesy of McDonald's if the
Falcc ns win and score 85 or more point si

On Satui day don't miss out on your chanca to be on television as Fox Sports Nat will televise the action starting
at 7:35 p.m. Also two lucky fans will have tha chance to
win Marcos Pizza Prizes during Marcos Pizza night!

*

1

B>

"

For Ticket Information 1-877 BGSU Ticket

1

For Ticket Information 1-877 BGSU Ticket
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Trimmer Giambi denies steroid use
By Ben Walker
IH! ASSOCIATED PRESS

TAMPA, Ha. — Jason Giambi
stepped off a stale and smack
into the middle of die big issue
sweeping baseball ibis spring:

steroids.
Noticeably trimmer, the New
York Yankees star reported he'd
lost four pounds in the offseason, down to 228.1 le said it was
the result of fewer fast-food

burgers, fries and tacos, along
with extensive rehab from knee
surgery.
Standing at his locker Monday
at Legends Held, his chest,
biceps and legs appeared small-

Sine NesiusAPPIioto
NOTICEABLY THINNER: New York Yankees' Jason Giambi talks with the media in the dugout at spring
training camp Monday at Legends Field in Tampa. Fla. Position players reported today for their first
team workouts.

er. Minus that bulk, Giambi drew
double takes from some people
when they first saw him in the
clubhouse.
"My weight is almost exactly
the same," lie said, "lust cleaning
it up and losing some of thai
excess body fat I had."
He also weighed in on
steroids, a topic that is prompting fans to lake a closer look —
fairly or unfairly — at many of
the gamers biggest sluggers.
Giambi and new teammate
Garj Sheffield both testified l tec
11 before a grand jury probing
the Bay Area Laboratory Cooperative, a company accused
of providing steroids to sports
stars. Being subpoenaed did not
mean an athlete was a target ol
the investigation, which was
focused on possible drug and tax
violations by 1SALCO.
Asked Monday whether lie
had
taken
performanceenhancing drugs, Giambi said:
"Are you talking about steroids?
No."
Giambi said he did not know
BALCO founder Victor Conte
and said lie welcomed the commissioner's office icsiing players
this season.
"Hopefully, everything is
going to be fine," he said. "This
has really shed a different light
mi everything."
Manager Joe rune noticed
Giambi's
slimmed-down
physique.

He looked thinner to me."
lone said. "I le's a big guy and
lie's still a big guy. I didn't think it

was drastic."
lie just looks thinner in
here," Torre said, rubbing his
chest
(In his first day in camp with
position
players,
Giambi
patiently answered several
questions regarding the steroid
issue.
Sheffield turned Icstv when
pressed on die topic, lie spoke
about it a couple of times this
month during informal workouts and said he had not used
steroids.
win would i talk to lason? I
haven't seen lason. Next question. Next question," Sheffield
said. "You get a pee cup, I'll pee.
You get a needle or syringe. Ill
give you blood."
Sheffield s.iid he'd been
dogged by oli-tlic-field queslions dating to when his uncle.
former Cy Young winnei and
current Yankees Instructor
Dwight Gooden, tested positive
lor cocaine.
"I've been guilty by association for years, Sheffield said.
rone also faced a bunch of
questions about steroids.
Usually relaxed at lliis lime ol
year, idling stories with his cap
lihed hack, lone spent a lot of
lime iubbing his brow as he disi ussed the issue.
"Evidendy, It's no) going to go

away," lie said. "I hope we can
get through it. You have to sit
back and wait and see if anything else comes out."
lone said he hadn't spoken to
Sheffield or Giambi about the
subject, lone planned to talk to
die team, as he's done in the
past, about the importance of
players taking proper care of

themselves,
"I'd rather leach a lesson than
putting someone on the spot."
he said.
Ciiambi said his main focus
was on continuing to build up
strength in his left knee. He didn't start (lame 5 of the World
Series because of knee trouble
and had surgery Nov. 18,
Giambi hii tl homers with
107 HBIs last year, mostly as the

nil late in the season. While the
Yankees are close to signing
Travis lee, Tone would like to
see Giambi spend more time at
first base — thai would make
loom loi both Beiiiie Williams
and Kenny I niton in the lineup.
one in center field and the other
,u 1)11.
"I know they're going to want
me to he on the field a lot. so I'm

just trying to take these few extra

pounds I don't need off," Giambi
said.
"My legs aren't as big because
I had to rehab them so hard, to
be hones) with you," he said.
"My upper bod) is pretty much
the same, strength-wise.

Bonds says he would take daily drug tests
By ianie McCauley
THE ASSOCIMtD PRESS

SCOTTSDAJJ . Ariz. — For
years, Barry Bonds has faced
accusations of steroid use and
the assumptions that it's die reason he keeps hitting home runs
even as he pushes 40.
"They can test me every day if
they choose to," said Bonds, who
showed up at spring training
right around his playing weight of
228 pounds
A winter without his father
beside him in the batting cage

weighed more heavily on Bonds'
mind this offseason than his conned ion to a lab at the center of tut
alleged steroid ring.
"It's been difficult," the slugger
said Monday, sitting in the
dugout at soggy Scottsdaie
Stadium, "lust hard all the way
around, I broke down a couple
limes in the batting cage just due
in die fact he wasn't with me. He's
been my coach my whole life."
Bonds was surrounded by
reporters on his first day at spring
training, and was asked repeated-

Step right up...

ly about his ties to the supplements lab accused of illegally distributing steroids to dozens of
athletes. The six-time National
league MVf! who appeared in
December before a grand jury
probing the lab, had always
denied using steroids.
After last season, Bonds seriously considered walking away
from baseball for good, unable to
imagine playing without his dad.
Bobby, who hud been ill for nearly u year with lung cancer and a
brain tumor, died in August at age

f

SIGN YOUR
LEASE TODAY!
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case. Bonds said:

runs and 90 mils.

banned substances. All the men

have pleaded innocent and no
athletes have been charged.
"I feel bad for him.'' said Bonds.
who linns III this summer. "I feel
sad. We grew up together. We're
ii iends. Its unfortunate what he's

having to go through."
About BALCO, the Bay Area
I ahoialory (Ji-( tperalivc that's at
I here's noth-

^

11am-t :30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

Make your home at:
Updated
Haven
House • Updated Fox Run •
<
* Piedmont • Newly Renovated Birchwood 'Triplex
Models Now Open
Call

tor details

( P a p a )

1 Large, 1 Item

>
.-a

>
>

80SMHI ^7??
Mo coupon
^necessary.

Close to Campus
234 S. COLLEGE-UPPER: One bdrm unfurn Apt.
Large kitchen w/off street parking and nice size
yard. $410.00 + utilities. Cat permitted.

419-352-0717
FALL 2004 APARTMENT LEASING

530 S. Maple St. V^J^. Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30
rnr
Sat. 10-2

Membership privilege to newly renovated
Chenywood Health Spa
•Indoor Heated Pool -New Equipment
•Sauna
-Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers Available

We Care About
The Water You Drink
Just 30c a Gallon

■ Chemical & Sodium Free

\5$ Bidue Manor apartments

■ Natural Hydration
• Serviced & Sanitized Daily
■ Open 24 Hours
• Tested By the State
■ Self Serve • BYOB
• NAMA Approved

•2 bedroom, 1 bath townhouses
• starting at $590/mo + gas and electric

Ef Buff Apartments
• (1470 & 1490 Clough Street)
• 2 Bedrooms /1 Bath, furnished
• A/G. Dishwashers / garbage disposals
• 9 1 '2 month lease starting @ 590'month
plus gas and electric. 1 year lease avail.

NEWI9VE
Rentals
332 S. Main Bowling Green
(419)352-5620
newlove info @
newloverentals.com
Check us out at www.newloverentals.com

V

Great
New
Rates
Available

| t££ 2£E QJ^ cash, checks

222 S.COLLEGE-HOUSE: Two bdrm unfurn.
$875.00 + electric. Off street parking.
Cat permitted.

234 S. COLLEGE-LOWER: Small two bdrm lower
apt. Off street parking and nice size lot.$315.00 +
utilities. Cat permitted.

the center of the federal steroids

ing I can do about it right now. I
have lo go out and play baseball
and, hopefully, it will blow over....
"I believe if I wasn't going for
records, it would be a nullified situation. II you want to be at die
top, you've got to have broad
shoulders.... I know who 1 am. I
know what I stand for. I know
what kind of ballplayer I am."
Bonds spent two slints on the
bereavement list in 2(103 und,
despite till he was dealing with,
still balled Ml with 45 home

that federal prosecutors sa) supplied professional athletes with

www.PrelerredPropertiesCo.com

"All Day, Everyday"

228 S. COLLEGE: One bdrm unfurn orfurn.Apts.
$400.00 + electric. Off street parking.
Cat permitted.

234 S. COLLEGE-HOUSE: Two bdrm lower apt.
Washer/dryer hookup. Off street parking $800.00
+ utilities. Cat permitted.

alleged sicroid-disiribulion ring

E^! " " "fc [Preferred Properties Co.

l|OliB9 f
^
Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

Close to Campus
Free Gas, Heat, Waters Sewer
222 S. COLLEGE #1 & 2: One bdrm unfurn.
$400.00 + electrtic. Off street parking.
Cat permitted.

228 S. COLLEGE: Two bdrm unfurn. Apts. $550.00
+ electric. Off street parking.

57.
But Bonds pushed on. al the
urging of his mother, his wile and
godfather Willie Mays,
"I couldn't hit. I didn't want to
go in the rage. I didn't want to
swing the bat." Bonds said. "I
really didn't want any part ol it lor
a while."
Now, another important member of bonds' supporting cast,
trainer Greg Anderson, wont be
around.
Anderson was among four
men charged this month in an

\jf BennlelBi Fraiae Kaartnunts
• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed. 2 Baths,
new kitchens, new carpet, new lurnitun
• starting at $675/mo + electric

ET 425 E

CM"

Waiermill
Express

Street

• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished apartments
- Dishwashers/ garbage disposals
* starting at S650'mo + gas . elec

IAY!
445 E. Wooster. Bowling Green OH 43402

www.greenhriarrentals.com

(Look For The Watermills)

2 Convenient BG Locations
South: 989 S. Main

North: 1058 N. Main

(next to Pagliai's. BG)

(next to The Pharm, BG)

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

w
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Separation will never mean equality
JEANNETTE
BEAl

Guest (j'lwmiist
These sure are uuecnain limes
we are living ill. I'reskienl liush
thinks so, as does my little sister
who currently pushes pencils in
the 10th grade.
Uncertain times for everyone
are guaranteed during limes of
famine, war. human devastation,
po' eny and the slill epidemic
proportions ol the Al I )S virus on
our society today.
'yes. these are truly uncertain
times in which our government
must make a stand and infonn
its people of just where their
country lies on certain issues
and concerns of human rights,
equality, gaiety and progression.
And yet. our president deems
it worthy to use a time of uncertainty to shoot down the
American puhlic. fating that "the
ixiiple need to decide,
President liush laughs In the

PRIORITIES, FROM PAGE 4
I here are some students who
are wasting their time at Ihe
University by not keeping their
priorities in order.
It's mil always easy to keep
orderly priorities. An academic
planner is a great way to help
with time management. I'.UTV
student should have one.
I\er\ day we should w rile
down what we need to accomplish, then make sure that those
things are accomplished.
Many students skip classes.
I Jsualh. it's not because they are
ill. have a job interview or have
some University event to attend.
I nun what I've observed, most
students skip class because of
Ihe lack of sleep they received
the night before, disinterest in

Ihe class or just laziness. Why
register for the classes if you're
not going to go to them?
Not only is il a waste of your
time, liul it's a wasie of your
money as well.
Also, a lol of students go home
on the weekends for various reasons. 1 know if I went home

nearly every weekend I would

WE

very face of "the people" and
decides to encourage, endorse
and promote a federal constitutional amendment that would
forever encourage and promote
discrimination, oppression and
segregation in our society.
Without regards for the hundreds upon thousands of individuals that would be forever
affected by this constitutional
ban, the economic effects on the
country and the purposeful clisenfranchisement of the establishment as it stands, President
Bush has declared that a basic
human right — to love and be
loved —- and the ability to
declare that love for all to see —
should be reserved for "special"
folks.
Yes, just as the South did many
wars ago in reserving special
places for whites, so too does
President Bush wish to reserve
legal rights and responsibilities,
and special privileges lo heterosexual couples who chose to
benefit from marriage.
[ )id you know there are over

1,000 rights accorded to married
individuals? We aren't talking
religious marriages here: no
church bells rang or prayers said
— but rather a civil marriage,
withapieccofpaper declaring
two separate individuals as "one"
in legal partnership
Ever wonder why so many
folks chose to get married just
for the "hey" of it, and divorce
later?
It's a funny story, really. The
privileges afforded to heterosexuals include bereavement benefits, adoption, taxation, burial,
social security and the list goes
on. 1 lealth Insurance, as some
would argue, isn't the only
"domestic partner benefit" at
stake here.
And consider this — in a
country that once decided "separate is not equal" and "separation of church and state" is how
our country shall be run, it
seems mighty intriguing that it
now cries for "God's holy sanction" of what President Bush
calls "the holy union" of a "man

and a woman" are now being
pushed as a religious issue. And
of course, this wouldn't fly if
America weren't a Christian
nation — but we aren't supposed
to be, are we?
We are supposed to be the
"land of the free" in which any
religion may be practiced.
President Bush would have you
believe that ail religions endorse
only heterosexual marriages But
consider Pagan and Wiccan rites
— in which same-sex unions are
often performed, as well as
many "Christian" sects that do
confirm and perform same-sex
marriages.
President Bush also declares
that the "holy love" between a
man and a woman should be
cherished and honored with a
federal amendment to the
Constitution stating that a
man/woman marriage is the
only way to go.
However does Bush include
domestic violence, spousal rape,
child abuse and family violence
in his "holy love?" How marry

domestic violence shelters is
President Bush's government
spending money on? Not many,
considering that there are more
humane shelters than places for
I>aticred women — products of
"holy unions" between a man
and a woman, to seek refuge
from their abusive husbands
And yet, we need to protect
this As President Bush states
"the people are uncertain and
need certainty."
let's give him certainty that
bigotry, hatred, discrimination
and intolerance will not be
allowed in the United States of
America I'm not asking for folks
to endorse the idea of same-sex
marriages or "homosexuality" in
general. That's not what the law
is for. The law is for the protection and promotion of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
Let's not allow one's religious
beliefs (which is one of the only
arguments against same-sex
marriage) to perpetuate fear and
hatred in this country. Separate
is not equal.

not gel much school work
accomplished. In my opinion,
there is no reason to go home
often.
I figure the students who go
home nearly every weekend
might as well go lo a college in
their hometown or in a nearby
town. That makes sense to me
because it's obvious there is
something at home that draws
them there every week.
Still, there are so many things
on campus that could potentially
be a dislraction. There's always
going lo be something or someone trying to keep you from
doing what you should be doing.
There Is always going to be
something you would rather be
doing than what you should be
doing. Why would anyone want
to study or do homework over
hanging out with friends or
doing something else that actually interests them?
Nonetheless, I've always
believed that if academics
weren't a student's number one
priority, then they would not be
as successful in that area compared to someone who makes
academics a main priority.

Procrastination is a problem
for many students. Waiting until
the last minute to do something
you put off can cause a lot of
unnecessary stress. Why would
anyone want to be in that situation?
It's easily preventable. Set
aside a decent amount of time
each day to handle what needs
to be done and take it from
there.
However, despite having said
all of this, people prioritize differently. Some people tend to work
just as well, if not better, under
pressure. Find out what works
best for you and stick with it.
I often tell my friends that just
because a person is in college,
that does not guarantee them
success. All that means is they
made one right decision by
deciding to come to college, but
it's what they do here that determines success.
(allege is often deemed the
final stage before entering the
real world. Upon leaving college,
it is cnicial that we have a strong
grasp on how lo balance our
time and keep our priorities in
order.

Keeping an agenda will assist
us in doing those things What we
decide today will affect what will
come our way in the near future.
I Jfe is what you make it: Make it
how you want it and keep your
priorities in order.

Have an opinion?
Send all opinions to:
thenews @ bg news.com

DELIVER*

3537770

Ws-Gfncl8r$
Delicious OVEN-BAKED
GRINDERS
Delivered to your I c *JjLcP , «
door
Soft Dnnk & j
353-7770
532 E. Woostcr St.

Chips

j w/ purrktsr of ■ •" or It" Grind>r
I only good w/coupon
mnnmA
I not good «/any oowr oUsrs
exp. 4/20/04

•

419-353-7770

X Catering Dine in Carrvout Deliveiy Party Trays | j
I i it IMM , FOR A NKW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
&

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Woostcr

HrfUILAAOtMCfiSS.
HMm'i faihwn. 4lt-)SMI2l
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ki G«xl Tasn.4IMS4-ll»
Imtni Irnwro. 4IM5J-44JI
fata from The Heart, 4IMS2-H5I

MB
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

ALL LOCATIONS

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrrn
apis. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UNIVERSITY COURTS
I&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.

"Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Cable provided at all locations
Central air & heat
Convenient laundry facilities
Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
(419) 352 -0164
"WALK ON OVER"
www.universitycourts-uviUageapartments.com
T
■

SKCIM.TT STORES
K Storo, 4U-!S!-m»
Mar Irw, 4U-HJ-JMI
Hattnuei. Etc 4H-HM400
frofaur iKker'i Toy Workshop.
4IMS4-2M7
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Work) IbJ. 4U-JS4-1028
Vtruwi Wmtcu. 4H-JS4-252)
i fai Martial tin. 4IMS3-SHo
hnwn rW Chordi. 4IM7MI44
OnWB St Hid. 4IUS44447

1234 N. Main St., (Rt. 25) Bowling Greer
419-354-4447
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Classified
Ads
372-6977

The BG News will not
knowingly accept advertisemenis that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination
against any individual or
group on the basis of race,
sex. color, creed, religion,
national origin, sexual orientation, disability. Status as
a veteran, or on the basis oi
any other legally protected
status.

Travel
01 Spring Break Panama City $199!
7 Nights. 6 Free Parties. Free Covers & Dnnks 5 Day Spring Break
Bahamas Cruise $279! Cancun, Jamaica. Nassau $529! Daytona $159!
www.SpringBreaKTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
01 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Acapujco. Bahamas,
Florida. Best Pricesi Book Now!"
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
PANAMA CITY BEACH. FL
"• SPRING BREAK •"
World Famous Tiki Bar'
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacDn.CQtn
The Fun Place"

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Travel

Personals

Spring Break 2004 w/ STS,
America's *1 Student Tour
Operator Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
SPRING BREAK
Beach and Ski Trips on sale now!
Call 1-800-SUNCHASE today!

Or visit
www.Sunchase com

Services Offered

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours ot your group's time
PLUS our tree (yes. free)
fund raising solutions
EQUALS SI.000-$2.000
in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales
fund raiser with
Campus Fundraiser
Contact CampusFundraiser.
1888) 923-3238. or visit

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Graduation tickets for 1:00 pm
ceremony. Will pay. Call Mark
513-544-5348 (cell)

Aerobic Instructors: Life Styles for
Ladies Only in BG is seeking aerobic instructors for: Palates, Yoga, &
other aerobic classes. Excellent Salary. Call Lorna at 419-868-8929.

Make a difference...and receive free
meals, products and services. Be a
mystery shopper Apply on-line at
www. secretshopnet com

Wanted: Student to help register the
local chapter of a national honor
society 30 min GPA req., Soph,
preferred. Contact us @
vicep re s ide n t @ ph isigmatheta.org

Serious minded student tot rmmate
$300 dep . $300'mo . ulil 232 Crim
St.Move in May. 1-740-244-9586.
Subleaser needed May-Aug. 1 bdrm
Rent negotiable. Call 575-1032.
Possible 1 year also available.
Urgently need rmte 2 bdrm. apt on

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 541

4th St $420 mo. 419-378-1549

Help Wanted
Make money taking on-line surveys.
Earn $10 to S125 lor surveys.
Earn $25 to S250 (or focus groups.
Visit www.cash4students.com/bowlg

Personals

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Spaghetti Special 11 to 9pm
$4.50. BreadiSalad.Spaghclli
Dine in or Pick up only. 352-9638.
Tan tor Spring Break1
1 mo. unlimited • $30 booth or bed
Semester unlimited - $50
Campus Tanning. Close to Campus

352-7889
IEARN $25 FROM HOME FOR PAR
TICIPATING IN A WEB STUDY!
Go to www.participate-mresearch.com. Pay schedule is $10
for participating in the first part
(about 30 min.) &, if selected. $15
for participation in 2nd part (about
45 flttl.). There's also a chance for a
$10 cash prize, (odds: 1 out of 10)
Any BGSU student is eligible Purpose of this study is to -test & online
selection syslem. The protect investigator is Jen Carr. (Jcarr@bgnet.
372-2970.)

Wanted
1 resp. male rmte. to take over lease
until. Aug Awesome loft apt., downtown, near library 124 1/2 W. Woos
ter. 419-239-3089
EGG DONORS WANTED! Fee for
donation. Women must be 18-30.
Call for application Steven Litz. Attorney (317) 996-2000 lie* 10328-49

VILLAGE <;KI r.\
APARTMENTTS

•BARTENDING! $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provkjod Call 800-965-6520 ext 17.1
400 counselors/instructors neededT
Coed summer camp in Pooono's PA
Lohikan.800-488-4321 .lohikan com
Activities Assistant Summer 2004
Plan and implement daily activities
tor Yogi Bear's Jellystone Park, a
family camping resort, only five
miles from Six Flags Worlds of Adventure, a great expenence to place
on your resume especially for those
in education and recreation. Mail
your resume to: Attn. Andrea. Jellystone Park 3392 St. Rt. 82 Mantua.
OH 44255 or email
aurorayogi@aol.com. Competitive
wages (no living ace o mod at ions)

Best Summer Job - Ever!
Spend sping & summer outdoors- in
a garden1 Get a work-out & tan - and
get paid) Oak Park Landscape &
Water Garden Center is hiring for
the upcoming season. To quality,
you should be a "people-person".
willing to learn, available to work
week-ends. Send resume to Oak
Park. 3131 WHkins Rd,, Swanton.
OH. 43558
BG Country Club/ Fairway Grill accepting applications for bartenders &
servers. Must be avail, to start immed. Day or night shift openings. 923
Fairview Ave.
Early childhood dew. student-childcare for 6 & 6 yrs. old. 3 days a
week, Fridays necessary, other days
flex.. Start June 14. Must have valid
drivers license, non-smoking, reference required. 419-823-3224
Female dancers wanted @ The
Fireplace Lounge in Port Clinton.
Apply in person March 5, 6, 12. 13
@ 221 Madison St., Port Clinton,
OH between 4-7pm

■
PI
'nt-i
2-3 Bedroom furnished

Office cleaning M-F, 5-7 hrs. per wk.
Own transportation required
Call 352-5822
Sports I Fun! Outdoors! Kids!
Money! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach lanaVwater
sports. Great summer! Call 888-8448080, apply: www.campcedar.com
Summer Camp Counselor for children w/disabilitles. $7-11 hr., 35
hr7wk, summer only. 5 sites in
Summit County, Ohio. Visit
www.akrongyo.org -download an
application. EOE
Summer Camp Jobs
In New England!
The Becket-Chimney Corners YMCA has many opportunities for you
this summer. We will be in the Student Union on February 25 from
10-4 P.M. Interviews can be scheduled for later that day. Check us out
at www.bccymca.org. You may contact Emily King at
eking@bccymca.org or Steve Hamill
at shamill@bccymca.org
Wanted CHILDCARE provider at my
Perrysburg home lor AFTERNOON
ONLY for a 6 yr. old and 2 schoolage after 4PM. Excellent pay. Call
Gina at 419-878-4930 or 419-8774614.

We're filling up fast!
/ Two bedroom apartments
BGSU

ft Blocks from
Campus!

480 Lehman
354-3533
villagegreen@dacor.net

VILLAGE
GREEN
APIS

/starting at

3 Bedrooms ■\S950/mo + utilities
at
2 Bedrooms ^/Starting
S750/mo + utilities
• February Deposit

Special lor 2
Bedrooms

<2S.

352-4380
2 Bedroom
Deluxe
Apartments

2 Bedroom
Apartments
from only

Rentals
Sign a lease to live at 824 Sixth Street for
the 2004-2005 school year and
Newlove Rentals will award the tenant with
TWO FREE OIL CHANGES
at a local car dealership!
824 Sixth Street. 2 Bedroom unfurnished, free water & sewer, private
parking.
Laundry facility on site.
12 month lease - S500.00/month
9 month lease - $600.00/month

GREENBRIAR, INC.

CALL US TODAY FOR DETAILS
r^»TTrin\ ;r

EWIPVE

$500

. per
month!

Rates available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.

ton Hold-go
tournament

Ziggy Zoombas
HO COVER

MO BUT IMS
f1ustbe21

Top 3 Go to
*

VEGAS
Every Wednesday @ 8pm
Rules k Practice Hatch
Wed. feb. 18th @ 8pm

EFFICIENCIES

600*5S*t

i» * * A *__* m

Tournament Play
Wed. Feb. 25th @ 8pm

(419)352-5620

newloveinto'."1 newloverentals.com

451 THHRST1N- Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished
with full bath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rale- $395.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $355.00.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS

(in walking distance of campus)

332 S. Main, Bowlinq Green

Make JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE
in your search for affordable housing!

from only

$

houses A mate.
New lower pnees. all next to campus
930 & 926 E Wooster 6 bdrms $500
credit security deposit
303 E. Merry, Lg porch. 3 liv. rms.
321 E. Merry A-D.4-6 bdrm gr shape
211 & 307 1/2 E Reed St. 1-3 bdrm
315 E. Merry 2-4 bdrms mclu all util
316 & 311 E. Merry Apts.lg. 2 bdrm
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E. Merry
#3 also Eft Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

NEWIPVE

Ki ni.iI -

Am
agement

For Rent

It pays to rent from

{$500

445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.g reenbriarrentuls.com

«\ Bahamas Spring Break Party
Cruise 5 Days From $279! Party
With Real World Paris Celebrities At
Exclusive Cast Parties! Great
Beaches & Nightlife' Includes Meals.
Port/Hotel Taxes!.-800-678-6386.
www.SpringBreaKTraytl.com

Rental Incentive Program

townhouses

w/A/C. full basemenls. W/D hookup, dishwashers, garbage
disposals. 9 & 1/2 month or 1 year lease available.

For Sale

517 K.KKKI) STREET- At Thurslin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rate$460.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pels Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$450.00. One Year- One Person Rale- $400.00.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $345.00.
839 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate$450.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $225.00 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these location:
403 High
825 Third
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manvillc

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1,2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rates.
517 E. REED- At Thurslin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $610.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00.
505 CI.OUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rale- $520.00.
615 SECOND STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $620.(X).
One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
402 HKill STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rale- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
hath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Rale$620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
84U-850 SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- S640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.
707 SIXTH. 818 SEVENTH & 831 SEVENTHFumished or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall. School YearTwo Person Rate- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rate$450.00.
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rale- $480.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Recreational Snorts
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ENTRIES

SPRING BREAK TRIP

Appalachian Trail
Backpacking Trip

CoRcc
I Broom* »* on Ice

March 6-March 13

-■

SIGN UP:
I By Feb. 25
at noon

COST:
$175 for
students

Fab. 24-Mar. 2

HELP WAHraT!
-W.

B
H

AeroSpfn

Mar. 21 -Apr. 30

Sun (7-7:45); Mon (S:30 «i IS);
Tu« <S:J0-«: IS); Wad (S304:1S 7-7:45);

Thu (5:10-6:15); Frl (Noon 11:45)

Yoga Bill*

Mar. 22-Apr. 30

MSn (5:30 6:45); Wad (5:30-6:45)

Spring 2004 Hours

iral Soccer Official!
..ceded. Apply m 130 Perry
field HC
take-home rules test and
attend clinic on March 17 ,
and It.

Monday Wednesday I
Noon-4pm!

I IT WELL

(5:10-*T1 S); Tbu (S:30-«: 15)

Lifeguard & Outdoor Program positions
available. Pick up an application at Che SRC
Main Offices

For Rent

1 bdrm. apl. across from campus.
Avail May. S350/mo. * ulil.

'

■i

Thursday I
12:30-5pm I

Sunday:
S:3O-t:30pm

Call 2-8691 for Info i

Lg. 2 BR townhouse, vaulted ceilings, spiral stair case, garage,
dwash. Avail 5/15/04. 352-1104
MOVE IN NOW - 1 MONTH FREE
1 & 2 bedroom apts. available in serene park-like setting. Includes dishwasher, heat, water & trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335
One large room efficiencies
with private balhs & utilities paid
Call 352-5822
Rmte. needed immed. $400 per mo.
Incl. all ulil., cable & local phone No
deposit, nice Non-smoker pref.
Shamrock Village condo. Call TJ
419-353-5860.
BG Apts-818/822 2ndSt.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 * gas/elec. 12 mo. lease.
Smith Apl. Rentals 419-352-8917

3 bdrm. house. Close to campus.
Good size, nice yard SlOOO/mo.
Call 686-1144.
3 bdrm., Crim St., 1 1/2 blks from
campus. Lg. Ivg. rm., kilch., fam. rm.
util. rm, w/d. $825 plus util. Avail.
May 1.419-352-7090.
Apts. & Houses.
Singles & Groups.
No Pets. 353-8206.
Houses/Apts. for 04-05 school year
12 mo. leases only.
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 9-2 M-F
Quiet tenants preferred.

Going Fast!
Lg. a Sm. Houses
aiPffiffl'rjIs^c'rMosec

*§hf/£lj "5 Bd,ms & 3 Llv
6 Bd

QTI [~Hami "*

'" °'

rms

01R'E~HH*U~!

• 2 or 4 Bdrms

»Z}hB°IT!j central A/C
fSfJVI* J

incl all Util

Also. Call for smaller Houses
& 2 Bdrm apts
(•Eft & RMS as low as S220/mo<)

CXI lar Ml* i uHntes it 353 0325
tarn i fta. m MM iwMaeH
Management Inc.

FILLING UP FAST
STOP BY FOR LISTING

Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Hlllsdale Apt

1082 Fairview

1 & 2 Bdrm Apis./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3BDRM.
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus stop

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at S250/Mo.
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at $415/Mo.

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
wwwmeccabg.com
for complete listing
for next year.

Can 1-1700 for Info

For Rent

For Rent

419-787-7577.

2004-2005
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm. Free heat,
water, & sewer.
616 Second SI. 1 bdrm, 3 bdrm., & 2
efficiencies.
137N Church 1 bdrm.
Call 354-9740 for info or showing.

'

BM

^^B u

24/7H ill I Mem nt.

Something For Everyone
Clean-Comfortable, Affordable
Graduate Students
601 Third St. 1 bdrm. furn., 12 mo.
lease
Undergrade
704 Fifth St. 2 bdrm furn., 9-12 mo
rates. Shuttle stop on property
Seniors, Grads, Couples
710 Seventh St. 2 bdrm., unlurn
Updated kitchens w/ dishwashers
Shuttle stop on property
Call 352-3445
Subleaser needed 2 bdrm. duplex.
4/3/04 - 7/31/04. Option 1 yr. Close
to downtown BG Call 308-8530
Subleaser needed May-Aug.
Furnished Sterling Apt.
Discounted rent Call 353-7967.
Winthrop Terrace Apis
1 & 2 bdrm apts. available
Call 419-352-9135.
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CHmbtnf Wait Hours

Thursday:
4:30-t:30pm

1.2 & 3 bdrm. apis, available now.
Call lor prices & locations
352-0717

2 bdrm. unlurn. apt. available
1082 Fairview Ave.
Call Steve at 352-5822.
2 sbJsrs. (M/F) needed May-Aug on
Manville less than 1 blk. from campus. Own bdrms., tg kitch. & Ivg rm.
central air & parking inc. 419-3071407 or 419-214-3352 lor more info

30

BBJ

BM

■'■

Monday-Wednajday:
4:30-10:30pm

Tuesdayi
Noon-4 pm

Lg. 2 bdrm., (urn. apt., clean, quiet.
close, a/c. Avail. 6/1/04 or 8/15/04.
Call 352-1104.

2 bdrm apt Peta Allowed
S550/mo. Newly renovated.
Call 770-823-3396 or 419-367-1331.
2 bdrm. unfurn. 1/2 bIK. from
campus. Avail. May or Aug. $625/
mo. includ. all util. & gas. Deposit
required Phone: 419-277-2249.

LH " V*
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Power
tr Yon
Y
Mar. 22-Apr. 30
Tua

WALL
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F1TWELL CENTER
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I l:»Optw M Room 110
I tf&NPamrltaW
HNM.VNM
I imwiM t—m
■ dua by noon.

CaK 2.2790 for

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION
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Intramural Volleyball
Officials and Scorekeepers
needed. Apply In 130 Perry
Field Ho
take-ho
March 10

ACROSS
1
4
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
27
31
33
34
35
38
41
42

TV network
Accumulate
Type ol sword
Gradual bend
Stray calf
Blue shade
Culture Club's front man
Gymnast Comaneci
Singer Falana
Bear's lair
Displayed cards, as in pinochle
Solar event
The Ballad ol _ Jones"
Stratified rock
Insufficiencies
America's uncle
Ms. Thurman
Japanese wrestling
Escort's offer
Detroit's lewd rapper
Slangy affirmative
Knights' addresses

m*

44
45
47
50
54
55
57
59
60
61
62
64
65
66
67
68
69

'"' "

1 Steel ropes
2 Decorative pin
3 Partner of Charybdis
4 Fruit beverage
5 Up and down dispositions
6 Concurs
7 Autograph
8 Witness
9 Most rational
10 Flowering shrubs
11 Legendary blues guitarist
12 Canal of song
13 _ my lips!
18 Devers and Parent
22 Shaken instrument
24 Mountain tip
25 Italian lake
28 Second-largest
Great Lake
29 Aussie bird
30 Dunk, as a donut
32 "The Harp Weaver"
poet
35 Fire flakes
36
de Janeiro
37 "Kyrie" group
39 Destine to tragedy

Old card game
Intention
Macaulay Culkin movie
Rustler's rope
Religion of the Koran
Rabin of Israel
In general
Writer's tool
Carvey or Ivey
Clarinetist Shaw
Hip-hop rapper Sean Combs
Minuscule
Integra maker
Raw mineral
Round dances
Pass along
Roll of money

Celtic attire
Provencal verse
Miata maker
Bowling lanes
Real looker
Follow in secret
_ Day O'Connor
Approved
Red beginning?
Alg. or trig.
Sandwich cookie
Brownish purple
Golf score
Calendar unit
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Graceland (Grad SIIKIIMIIS)
208/210/212 S. Cliurclt St.
2 li.l.i.i . Unfurn . 12 Month Lea
S665/monlli |.i.. . ..1.1.1.
Slop in fur listing; or check website
cahR.com, 1045 N. Main (419)353-5800

Read the BG News daily!!!
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Page 5

• Alternative Break Ideas

• Problems with significant
others and Spring Break?

• Drinking stirs up
concern for break

Page 4
• Online travel agents
provides best value

<5$y 3/pA on/in tM/h-onateie

• Students spending less
on break

Page 8
Page 6
• Tanning: Local salons
say their business is
mainly college students,
especially around Spring
Break

• Road trip: check out
these destinations within
driving distance
Designers:
• Ashley Nehls
• Nick Pietravoia
• Stephanie Siedlecki
• Carrie Whi taker

Page 9

Soy aJumndii aRfu/

• Rec fills up around
springtime

Page 10

<2fy 3*u&ap 3d
• People on the street

Photographers:
1
Glenn Bailey
1
Ashley Kuntz
1
Mike Metzger

• Tips to save money on
vacation

Page 7

<5&y a%/u/ftw <&cfai^

• Travel tips and advice
on what to bring on
vacation

Features Editor
•TiffaniMcKenzie

352-9375
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Buy Now and Save!
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Alignment Check
TIHtMAN COUPON

TIREM/1N COUPON

(two blocks south of
Woosttr on the right)

MlxmomB *°"W
r.-Ji.'kdi;nr.

Save 20

On Any Brake Service

248 S.Main St.

Rollerblade
-Line Skates

nrnnrOmi A.iti rrrr^rrrnfnrm

IIRIMAN COUPON

ai/e s25

• Pro3'sReg.$120 NOW $70
v Old Skate Rental sell off <flQ & yp

On Any A Tires

Oakley Eyewear, clothing, shoes and sandals
Buy any pair of Oakley eyewear
. and get 40% off any shoe
or clothing item.

zmmmmo SERVICE CENTERS

r-v-»'— Ck U2B*—*•■

Find More Coupons and Special Offers On-line <a> www.ttietireman.com
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Alternative Break

Drinking stirs up
concern for break

Ideas

A few options the University is offering

By Kawaiua L. Griffin and Nahal Toosi
MILWAUKEE I0URNAI SENTINEL

students during Spring Break...
By Rachel Bobak
PULSE WRITER

Atlanta, Georgia Service Trip:
Besides enjoying the nice, warm
weather of Atlanta, Georgia, the participants of the trip will be working
with the homeless population. They
are involved in two service programs.
Participants will be working at a
child care center called Our House.
They will be working with children
while their parents search for a job. It
will give the homeless an opportunity to expand their lifestyle and provide for their families. "Students give
back to the community during their
Spring Break," said Heather
Denlinger, community service coordinator .
Another service project they will
be in is volunteering to do maintenance and lands* aping work for the
lerusalem Center. The lerusalem
Center provides care for people who
have AIDS and their families.
Outdoor Spring Break Trips:
The University's Outdoor Program
is sponsoring two trips: a 2,160- mile
trek
backpacking
on
the
Appalachian Trail from Georgia to
Maine and a kayaking trip in the
Gulf of Mexico.
Both trips will occur from
Saturday March f>- Saturday March
13.

bers of the Student Recreation Center
is $175 and $190 for non-members.
The cost includes transportation,
permit fees and provided backpacking equipment
This trip is for skilled and unskilled
backpackers.

Kayaking in the Gulf...
An informational meeting will be
held tomorrow at 9 p.m. at Cooper
Pool. The deadline to register for the
trip is today at Noon.
The cost for students and members is $350 and $385 for non-members.
The fee includes outfitter fees,
meals, transportation, permits and

kayaking and camping equipment.
This trip is suitable for the skilled
and unskilled kayaker.
Professional instructors will be
attending to teach the participants
basic kayaking skills.

CONTACT INFO...
•For more information about
eilher of the trips being
sponsored by the Outdoor
Programs, contact Bryan
Cavins, assistant director,
at: 372-2790.
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As thousands of college students
stuff their spring break luggage with
skimpy swimwear and tank tops,
some parents and health care professionals are more worried about what
they'll be putting inside their bodies
than what they'll be wearing on the
outside.
"I.osing a child to alcohol is a
senseless and horrible tragedy that
we think can be avoided," said I.
Edward Hill, chairman-elect of the
board for the American Medical
Association. "But it means that we as
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Low Fees - We Accept Insurance, Medicare, & Medicaid

1-800-230-7526

TIRE ROTATION
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An informational meeting will be
held 9 p.m. tonight at the Perry Field
House. The deadline to register for
the trip is today at Noon.
The cost for students and mem-

Come get all your Spring Break doming here!
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Infections (Screening &
Treatment)
HIV Counseling & Testing
(Free & Anonymous)

1301 Jetlefson Avenue
3401 Glendale Avenue
1039 North Main Street
Toledo, Onto
Toledo, Onto
Findlay. Ohio
419-385-8778
419-432-4611
419-255-1115
'Schedule an appointment at Findlay Clinic before Feb 28th
and receive a Iree pack ot birth control pills.'

Can't Beat Backpacking...
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adults have to take off our blinders
and see spring break for what it really is today—and that's a carnival-like
atmosphere where alcohol seems to
flow freely and our children are put at
risk for a whole host of problems."
Last week, the AMA released the
results of a nationwide telephone
survey of 500 adults who are 21 and
older — 135 of whom were parents of
college students and/or high schoolers planning to go to college. Many of
those surveyed were concerned
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Online travel agents provide best value
Miranda Bond
■ErOtfCI

cm con

Students who want to take matters
into their own hands in finding the best
values for Spring Break should check
out various on-line travel sites that offer
money saving specials. Many travel
sites are offering specials during the
week of the University's Spring Break
Orbitz.com is offering spring break
hotel deals at various locations across
the country. Their lowest rate is $49 per
night at the Alamo Inn & Suites located
in Anaheim, Calif. In San Diego, Calif,
they are offering three and four star
hotels from $116 to $170 per night. For
a little more exotic destination

Orbitz has various specials running
in Cancun and Puerto Vallarta. In
Cancun students can expect to pay
$117 to $341 per night with discounts.
Puerto Vallarta is a better value with the
three star Flamingo Vallarta Hotel &
Marina at $70 per night
Orbitz also offers many specials such
as 10 percent of two or more nights or a
five night stay for the price of four.
These specials are located in a green
box called Orbitz exclusive special offer
under the hotel that is being viewed.
Students who want to do something
a little different from the norm may
want to check out Priceline.com, which
offers ski packages. During the week of

IMSIRUKIRS!Rec *'"s

spring break, they arc offering a package with airfare out of Toledo and
accommodations at The Inn at Aspen,
a three star hotel, for $1656.
For those working on their tan,
Priceline has a week package for $1587
at the J.W. Marriott Cancun Resort. The
package includes airfare and hotel
accommodations at the newest hotel in
Cancun.
Expedia.com also offers various
packages to help students on a budget.
Cabo San Lucas is a popular Spring
Break spot in Mexico. Expedia has a
$520 a four night package that includes
air fare and accommodations at the
Plaza Las Glorias Cabo San Lucas.

up aroun

By Leigh Ann MacKenzie
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For those wanting to sight see they
have New York packages. The most economic package, $388, includes airfare
and a three night stay at Hotel
Pennsylvania, which is one of New
York's largest hotels.
Students do want to be careful of
misleading information when booking
their trip online. For instance Orbits
offers a $154 deal The only time that
this deal applies is on Sunday February
29. All other nights the hotel is $202.
The Internet offers a wide range of
travel sights that should help students
find the perfect trip within their price
range.

Winter may still be in the air, but
spring is what's on the mind, especially of students at the University.
To many college students, spring
means one thing - spring break,
and it's only two weeks away.
Many University students will be
packing their suitcases full of bikinis, shorts and tank tops
But after a long winter of
sweaters and sweatshirts, some students may not be happy with what
is underneath.
So it's no surprise that this is the
time when the Student Recreation
Center sees its highest number of
students rushing in to get toned

d springtime

before they take off.
Pam Sautter sees this increase
first hand as the Student Recreation
Center office manager.
"There's a steady climb of students starting in January, but two
weeks before |break| there's about a
10-15 percent increase," Sautter
said.
But earlier in the winter is most
often a difficult season for students
to be motivated to workout.
Between schoolwork and just not
wanting to venture out in the cold,
even the most determined student
can sometimes slack off.
"I usually go to the Rec all the
rime, but in the winter, I don't even
want to leave my house," said

senior Luke Jones.
But once the reality of shirtless
days for the guys and skirt-filled
nights for the girls sets in, getting
back into the gym is a necessity.
Students partaking in this binge
exercising, however, may be in for a
disappointment.
"You can't just go to the Rec a few
weeks before break and expect to
be all buff," said Eric Schmidt, a
senior at BGSU. Schmidt has been
working out consistently all year
and knows that it takes time to see
results.
According to Schmidt, those people are just looking for instant
results and are probably not going
to get them.
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NT OTHERS
By Gregory Bartti

"You're there to have fun with
your friends. Ifyour significant
other is your friend, I dont see a
problem with it."

RCPORIER

Spring Break is righl around the comer and many
students are finding themselves having to make a
tough decision—whether or not to bring their significant other with them.
With Spring Break parties continually depicted as
celebrations of flesh and alcohol, many students are
leery about letting their significant other attend them
alone.
"If you don't take lyour significant otherl it looks
like you're up to something," said Monica Longmore,
associate professor of sociology.
"If you aren't really close, it might be tough, and you
might get into trouble," said. Melissa Reichert, a
sophomore at the University.
Some feel it's a bad idea to bring a significant other
along for Spring Break.
"If you take them but you don't want them there,
that can be troublesome," Longmore said.
Also, some students feel that having a significant
other along for the trip can hinder the trip.
"Some people don't
. know how to have fun
I with their significant
| other. They can hold
j you back," said
University student
| lenny Lazenski.

JOHN YURIK, SOPHOMORE

AiNay Kurtz BG News
And other students feel that Spring Break provides
a chance to spend some time away from a significant
other.
"You've got to have lime apart with your friends,
especially in college," Speer said.
But others feel that Spring Break provides an excellent opportunity for a couple to spend time together.
"You're there to have fun with your friends," said
sophomore John Yurik. "If your significant other is
your friend, I don't see a problem with it."
Scott Booth, a freshman at the University, echoes
Yuriks statements.
"If you have one, definitely take her, because
Spring Break is time off, and you're supposed to relax
and have fun with your friends," he said.
One main factor affecting students' decisions
was destination.
" It depends where you're going, you've got
to be able to have fun," Booth said.

Some couples have found ways to
achieve both the freedom of going alone,
and the intimacy of going with each
other.
Brian Bngelman and his girlfriend
Sara Grigsby did this last year by going
to the same destination with different
groups of people.
"She went with her group, and I
went with mine, and we just kind of
did our own thing," Engleman said.
There are countless arguments both for
and against bringing a significant other,
but according to longmore, the most
important thing a couple can do is discuss
what each of them wants before making
is.
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business is mainly

college students, especially around Spring Break
By Nicole Delisio
IEP0ITEI
Armed with only a pair of goggles, many college studenls
Uiis time of year can be found baking in tanning beds before
bi.iving the beaches lor {wring Break.
Every ymtr, thousands <>l college students head tu
hotspotsTfke PanannfOtv. (imam, Daytona Beach and the
Bahamas I'nor to departing for a week-long excursion of
parties and sunbathing, many students prefer to get a base
tan—wbidifc beneficial for area tanning salons as tanning
tx-ds fill more quickly this lime of year.

Photo Illustration by M*c Metzfer and Glem Bailey BC News

lor h'tgHton Crouse, manager of Serenity Spa and
fanning, 161Gt.WoosterSt., February is a busy time of year.
She said she thinks about 75 percent of Serenity's tanning
customers around this time are college students.
"This is definitely our busy season," Crouse said.
"Pebniary is probably our busiest month because of spring
break."
Pillamay Norwalk. assistant manager of Piesta Hair and
Tanning, 1234 N. Main St., echoes Crouse's statement. She
also said she thinks a lot of spring breakers tan ahead of time
to protect their skin.

"We've had a lot of people coming in saying they're going
on vacation and don't want to get burnt,"
Norwalk said.
location is another aspect that could
affect the business of tanning salons before
spring break.
Brian Pite manages two tanning salons
in Howling Green- The I leat, 904 E. Wooster
St., and The Tanning Center, 248 N. Main St.
Por File, proximity to campus brings in
more business, he said.
"The sorority houses and domis are right
there, so that brings more business," he
said. "I would have to say the majority of
our customers this time of year are college
students."
Pile's family has owned tanning salons
since 1980. Two other fanning (inter locations at 993 S. Main St., and 434 E. Woostcr
St. are under their ownership, lie said his
family has noticed a distinct
pattern
around Spring Break time.
"In general Spring Break has always been
Glenn Bailey BG Nem
a big deal," Pite said. "We've been doing this
SPRING BREAK TANNERS: Dan Billings (left), senior, assists freshman
a long lime, and we've seen a lot of spring
Curtis Pray and Erin Jalkanen at The Solarium, 529 Ridge St. The salon
breakers."
otters hair, nail and tanning services. It is open today from 10 a.m. to 8
Pcbruary is also a busy time for Campus
p.m.
Tanning, 425 E. Wooster Si. According lo Bill
Burkle. owner, about 90 percent of his customers this time of year are college students.
Spring breakers start coming into Campus Tanning anywhere from two weeks to one month ahead of time, Burkle
said.
Deals on tanning packages is one byproduct of the influx

of spring break customers. These packages can include 10
visits, six visits and one month unlimited tanning
According to Crouse, Serenity is offering customers two
deals right now.
"We have a monthly unlimited in a 20 minute bed for
$30," Crouse said. "We just added a tan now until March 5 for

$30 in our 12 minute bed."
Other tanning locations around
Bowling Green arc offering similar
sales to customers. All Tanning
Center locations and The Heat have
a monthly package that is $32. They
also offer a 10 visit package that
costs $27. Prices at these locations
include sales tax
According to Norwalk. Piesta is
offering similar promotions.
"We have 10 visits for $20 right
now, and the 10 visits usually runs
The Tanning Center
for $22," Norwalk said. "Then we
Monthly cost: $32
have six visits for $12. and we have
10 visits: $27
one month unlimited for $35. So
The Heat
either way you go it's a deal, because
Monthly cost: $32
one tanning session costs $3."
10 visits: $27
Campus Tanning offers customers the option of a tanning bed
Fiesta
or booth, an aspect which Burkle
Monthly cost: $35
said he thinks is beneficial along
10 visits: $20 (special)
with his salon's promotions.
"Right now you can go tanning
Campus Tanning
two weeks before or after spring
Whole semester: $50
break for $30, and we provide both
Two weeks: $30
the bed and booth, which most
places don't do," Burkle said. "Or
you can go tanning the whole
semester for $50."
With all the tanning college students do before, during
and alter spring break, one important thing to remember is
skin protection.
Many tanning salons around Bowling Green sell tanning
lotions which help prevent sunburn. Campus Tanning sells
accelerators that speed up the process of tanning.
Before using lotions, the first advice from many tanning
salon officials is lo do everything gradually.
"If people are going to tan, do it gradually as far as minutes go, and always, no matter what, have lotion on to protect the skin," Crouse said.
Norwalk echoes Crouse's first advice, and said Piesta currently uses a mandatory system to determine a customer's
maximum tanning time.
"We have a chart system that's a federal law right now."
Norwalk said. "It's our skin typing system that rates what
skin type you have. Certain skin types have a minimal number of time to start with."

at some of the
local tanning
salons
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Travel safety tips for
Spring Break...
By Lindsay Be*

avoid a smelly road trip.

REPORTER

7. Make sure your spare tire is in the trunk and that you
know how to change a tire.
8. Avoid the 1-270 sniper, or catch the sniper and use
the reward money to spend it on break.
9. Always pack a map, flashlight, cell phone, jumper
cables and tools just in case.
10. Pack plenty of Gatorade to replenish your dehydration from the "sun."
11. Always walk with a friend, even when you go to the
bathroom— never go alone!
12. Watch your drink so that no one slips you a mind
altering substance.

1. Find a guy friend, buy him a six pack and have him
check your car lo make sure lhal you will get there and
back safe and sound.
2. Switch drivers (not while moving) to make sure
everyone is awake and ready to drive. When one gets
tired have someone else fill in.
3. Avoid dangerous driving conditions! If it begins to
storm, pull over eat ice cream and wait for the storm to
pass.
4. Have travel protection; use a trunk monkey.
5. Avoid speed traps in small towns.
6. Don't smell up the car! Carry a bottle of Febreeze to

6. Ambition: try as hard as you can to make BG proud
and get on MTV

What to bring on Spring Break:
1. One credit card (the rest just get stolen or lost)
2. Enough cash to get you (here and plenty of bail
money
3. Bring back lots of beads to show to your parents
along with a Polaroid to make them extra proud
4. Pack magazines, catalogs or newspapers to keep you
occupied during the long trip
5. Sunscreen: for you fair skinned- SPF 50, and every
one else go with at least SPF 15

What to leave behind:
1. Toothbrush; you won't have time to brush
2. luggage that is over the maximum weight and costs
extra to transport
3. North Face Fleece— keep that in BG and take your
bikini and/or Speedo instead
4. Significant other
5. Mom

SPRING BREAK POLL
Where are you going for spring break this year?

CARLSLOSSER
FRESHMAN, COMPUTER
SCIENCE

BRANDEN
ROBINSON-WELCH
JUNIOR, PRE-MED
BIOLOGY

"When I went to
Jamaica and swam
with sting rays."

A
, -~A
SOULMAN BUSHARA
SOPHOMORE,
BUSINESS
"It's too hot for
People on the Street."

CHRIS R000E
FRESHMAN, VOCAL
EDUCATION
"The time we faked
arresting somebody'

6. Morals

Spring Break crowds continue despite old hotels
By Brittany Wallman
SOUIH FLORIDA SUNSENTINEL

BGNevn

What is your most memorable Spring
Break experience?

"Scuba Diving in the
Great Barrier Reef."

REPORTER

By Lindsay Bell

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET

FORT LAUDERDALE, Ha — Anyone who
thinks Spring Break is a thing of the past in Fort
I auderdale didn't see the duck waddling
around on the second floor of the I loward
lohnson.
Or the holes in the hotel room walls, the
light fixtures pulled to the floor, beer spills on
the carpet, busted bedposts. The hot body
contests, wet T-shirt competitions, alcohol
giveaways.
Tom Hazel saw it all and more at the
Howard lohnson hotel, Fort Uuderdale's
"Spring Break Headquarters," where he works.
"We had to replace all the numbers on the

doors on the second floor," said Hazel,
explaining that rowdy Spring Breakers had
yanked them off.
City officials still applaud themselves for
getting rid of the gigantic mobs of Spring Break
visitors who literally took over the beach each
year until the mid-1980s.
But they concede the complete elimination
of visiting, partying vomiting college students
probably will never happen. And, they say, the
number of Spring Breakers won't drop any further as long as old, cheap hotels are not
replaced by the luxury time-shares envisioned
a few years ago.
Not one of at least eight mega-projects
approved at the beach in the past several years

—luxury products expected to elevate the
beach atmosphere from seedy to snooty —has
materialized in the post-Sept. II economy
Only 8 few cleared lots and pilings hint at the
future.
County tourism officials last year stopped
advertising the beach as "Positively Posh" and
began pitching a more realistic bargain beach
theme.
"Without a change in the face of Fort
I.IIHIUCI.IIC beach," says county tourism
leader Nicki Grossman, "there will continue to
be the lower-rated properties. They'll continue
lo attract a lower-scale visitor.... But the plan
LAUDERDALE. PAGE 11
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grab a friend and check out these nearb

PQ/lf^ TRIP" destinations within driving distance
By Mindy VanHouten

RtPOHUR
Many Inn filled destinations awiiil Ihosc
slaying in Howling Green for spring break, and
these hoi spols are only a few shorl hours away.
Day Irips could be the perfect solution for
those unable to afford a costly vacation.
A first stop could Iv the Toledo Museum of
Art, located minutes away off of Interstate 75
North. Visitors can browse more than 30.000
works of art by artists such as Pablo Picasso,
Vincent van Gogh and Henri Matisse.
Today through March 28, the museum will
feature a special exhibition entitled "Bast
Coast/West Coast: Two Points of View."
"East Coast/West Coast" is an exhibition of
mid-20th-century paintings from opposite
sides of the U.S. and explores how geographic
location
can
affect one's life
UMprttlkM
and work.
DAY TRIP: The Monroe Street entrance of the Toledo Museum of Art looms in the overcast dayAdmission to
light, awaiting artistic spring breakers.
the museum is
free to the public.
Alpine Valley offers 25 scenic slopes serviced
The Great lakes Crossing Mall, located six
Although, for
by 10 chair lifts and 10 rope tows. Alpine also miles northwest of the Alpine Valley Ski Area, is
those wanting a
includes a 350 foot "halfpipe" and an adjoining another day trip option for those less adventurtaste of the great
"terrain park" with a variety of ramps, launches ous.
outdoors, the
and rails for snowboarders.
Great Lakes offers 200 stores. Some of the
slopes at the
Skiers and snowboarders can also relax at the stores include American Eagle Outfitters,
Alpine Valley Ski
**" ■* BG *■
Hornet's Nest lounge for cocktails, dancing and GUESS?, Tommy I lilfiger and Victoria's Secret
Area in White Lake, Ml, might be the perfect entertainment.
In addition, Great Lakes houses the
getaway.
Ski season rates at Alpine Valley vary depend- Rainforest Cats, the Bass Pro Shops Outdoor
White Lake is located in southeast Michigan
off of U.S. 23 North and about a two-hour drive ing on the time and day of the week, and how World, a store the size of five football fields filled
much equipment is rented. Alpine Valley is with outdoor gear and Gameworks, a high-tech
ifrorn Toledo.
open from 10 am. to 1030 p.m. during the indoor arcade.
week and 9 am.
The Great lakes Crossing Mall is open from
to 11 p.m. on 10 am. to 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday and
weekends.
11 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sunday.

The Great Bear
Lodge in Sandusky is
another relaxing getaway, offering spacious rooms and an
indoor water park.
The lodge offers
270 suites and Bear
Track Landing, a
33,000 square foot
water park.
Ashley Kurtz BG News
The water park
features Fort Mackenzie, a 12-story tree fort
with a 48-foot tall bucket that dumps 1,000 gallons of water on guests every five minutes.
The park also includes waterslides, a "lazy
river," swimming pool and whirlpools.
There is always excitement an hour north of
Sandusky's Great Bear Lodge at Casino Windsor
in Windsor, Canada, where high stakes and fastpaced gambling await all.
Casino Windsor offers all kinds of gambling
from table games such as Black lack. Craps and
Roulette to 3,300 slot machines.
The casino offers Vegas-style lounge acts
from dancing and musicians, to comedians.
After watching a lounge act. visitors can also
dine in any of the five restaurants located
throughout the casino.
Casino Windsor is open 24 hours a day all
year long.
For more information on any of these destinations check out their Web sites: Toledo
Museum of Art at www.toledomuseum.org,
Alpine
Valley
Ski
Area
at
www.skialpinevalley.com, Great Lakes Crossing
at www.shopgreatlakescrossing.com, Great
Bear Lodge at www.greatbearlodge.com and
Casino Windsor at www.casinowindsor.com.
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►ave money over break
By Andrew Scftarf
REPORTER

Surf, sun, sand and massive debt - these are
all guarantees for many students traveling
this Spring Break.
However, there are ways to avoid debt this
year and for future trips.
The most important advice for saving
money is to start planning in advance and to
be flexible

"You have to book early," said lanet
McClary, travel consultant for Millstream
Travel. "It's a nightmare trying to book late,
due to lack of availability."
If you're still trying to plan this year's trip,
expect to face stiff prices.
Students can find cheaper rates and airfare
using online agencies such as Priceline and
Travelocity. An important tip with online
searches is to always look for dependable
brand names. Sometimes it's difficult to know
whether or not a deal is really a deal, according to Jerome Bechstein, owner of Travel
Unlimited.
"They (vacation plans) all look good when
kyou shop online, but sometimes you get what
ou pay for," he said.
Driving to a destination can also be cost
effective. Carpooling with a group can split
the cost of gas. If choosing to fly look into
charter flights over general airlines, said
Shelly Miller, travel agent for Atlas World
Travel.
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fast food chains to save money.
Another tip is to stay at a hotel that offers a
continental breakfast And if money is really
tight, avoid eating three meals a day.
An additional way for students to save
money is to have at least three people per
hotel room.
Sleeping on the floor may not be comfortable but the savings and heavy drinking
should help you sleep at night. However,
Bechstein said that brand name hotels tend
to have a problem with multiple people staying in one room.
It is also important to make sure that your
hotel will allow spring breakers.
As it goes, drinking will be a priority, and
major expense for most spring breakers.
Try to get most of the drinking done before
heading out to a club or bar where the prices
are inflated.
Also don't do anything to get thrown in jail.
Bailing out a friend can put a major dent in
anyone's pocketbook.
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Looking beyond the typical spring break
destinations can also save money.
Warm areas in South Carolina and Georgia
may offer the same experiences but at lower
rates.
Not bothered by cooler climates?
Spending a long weekend in cities like
Toronto or Chicago is a good way to get away
without spending too much.
Other options for students include purchasing an all-inclusive package. Cruises can
be appealing because meals arc included
within the package.
No matter what destination, there are some
factors of spending that cannot be avoided.
Food, hotel and entertainment expenses can
cost the most money during a trip. One tip to
avoid this is to budget every day on vacation.
"You should budget for meals and entertainment and try to stick with it," Bechstein
said.
Food can become a big expense during any
trip. Bechstein suggests sticking to mainly

.
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Students spending less on break
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DAYTONA BEACH, Fla— Here
come the kegs.
The annual spring-break invasion
has begun.
After ihc event deteriorated into
chaos more than a decade ago.
Daytona Beach put a lid on the party
by kicking out MTV. cutting back on
bar hours and strictly enforcing alcohol laws. But attendance has crept
back up in recent years. In this faltering economy, hoteliers and promoters have tried to cash in on Daytona
Beach's bargain-basement reputation with heavy advertising.
last weekend, the strip of beach
from Main Street to Seabreeze
Boulevard was expected to get about
as crowded as the Volkswagen New
Beetle into which more than two

dozen young women recently stuffed
themselves for a spring-break contest.
"This year is definitely wall-to-wall
Ixxlies," said Vanessa Motta, 20, a
University of Florida student and
Daytona Beach spring-break veteran.
But Daytona Beach may be getting
the worst of both worlds: a bigger
crowd that strains police and annoys
beachside residents, while also
pumping less money than usual into
the city's economy.
Some have expected numbers to
swell to at least 200,000, the level
reached in 2000 and 1997. That's still
only about half the size the event
reached in 1989, when, with college
students throwing up on neighborhood lawns, Daytona Beach got fed
up with the debauchery and turned
out the party lights.

Students such as 20-year-old
Kristin Wescott of Minnesota Stale
University once turned up their
noses at Daytona Beach, opting for
trendier spots such as Cancun,
Mexico.
But this year, they're choosing
cheap over chi-chi.
Local hoteliers say students—and
their parents—are spending less
money on spring break this year.
Some may still be nervous about flying after the Sept. 11 attacks.
Deputy Beach Chief loe Wooden of
the Volusia County Beach Patrol has
been around long enough to see it all
and says this is the biggest crowd on
the beach in the past few years.
But T-shirt and gift shops are nearly deserted, despite having doors
open wide to the crowds. 1 lotels say
they see no difference in the amount
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of bookings.
That could be because some
breakers, like Motta, are staying with
relatives to make ends meet.
Officials say there appear to be a
significant number of day-trippers in
town, too.
lifeguards in Daytona Beach will
work overtime this weekend, staffing
23 lifeguard towers — double the
number during a normal weekend at
this time of year. Daytona Beach
police will work 12-hour shifts.
During last year's spring break, they
worked their normal 10-hour schedules.
"It's going to be a zoo—open containers, public nudity and just bad
behavior," predicted Paul Politis, who
owns a beachside gift shop and hates
spring break. "I thought we were
going in a different direction. I
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thought we were doing the nice,
upper-end family tourism."
Already the Cardinal Motel evicted
about 100 rowdy teenagers—most
from Lake Brantley High School in
Seminole County—last week, calling
in the Daytona Beach Police
Department to help out.
"We're having all kinds of problems, all kinds of complaints," City
Commissioner Darlene Yordon said.
"Our residents aren't sleeping."
At the Villager Premier Daytona
Ocean Sands, hotel employees have
already started to see damage.
"I think the kids are a little bit more
rowdy .. . throwing beer bottles off
balconies and hooting and screaming," front-desk manager lennifer
Slentz said. "They kicked a lot of
doors in. That's one of their favorite
tilings to do."
Footage of coeds in Daytona
Beach in video productions such as
the Girls Gone Wild series—featuring young women flashing flesh in
party spots around the countrycould be reinforcing the area's image
as a wild town and attracting a rowdier group, Mark Soskin said. Soskin
is a local economist who has studied
special events in Daytona Beach.
Daytona Beach officials are struggling to handle special events, which
bother residents with their noise and
cost the city millions of dollars. So
city commissioners were not happy
about attempts by the Oceans
Resorts chain of hotels anil the
Daytona Welcome Center to bring in
more spring breakers.
"We do not welcome an increase
in attendance," City Commissioner
Mike Shallow said.
But spring break has been good to
some businesses, including the
Starlite Diner on State Road A1 A. The
place is packed.
The long lines at his lunch counter
tell owner Jarrod Moore that spring
break is back with a vengeance —
that, plus the fact that he's already
running out of salt shakers. Kids
swipe them to use for tequila shots,
he said.
Merle Kappelman is so thrilled to
have breakers, she's not letting any
other clients in her hotel the rest of
this month.
"If we don't have spring break." she
said, "we probably won't be able to
get through the year."
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Parents feel bars should enforce laws more strictly
DRINKING, FROM PAGE 3

about the extensive marketing of alcohol to
spring breakers.
For instance, 70 percent of parents and 63
percent of adults believed that students were
influenced by alcohol promotions at bars and
clubs during the break, and 79 percent of the
parents and 77 percent of adults thought that
the promotions encouraged the students to
drink excessively and possibly engage in highrisk behavior.

Almost all of the survey participants — 99
percent of parents and 96 percent of adults —
wanted bar owners to better train their staffs to
recognize drunken or underage patrons, and
92 percent of parents and 83 percent of adults
wanted them to do more to enforce the minimum drinking age of 21 — now the rule in all
states.
Natalie Brant, a 20-year-old University of
Wisconsin-Madison sophomore, says she has
indulged too much in alcohol in the past and
plans to be more careful when she and friends

go to Daytona Beach, I l,i for break this year.
Last year, during a spring break trip to
Oearwater, Fta., she and her friends got so
drunk they began running into the ocean. They
knew only because they woke up the next
morning with sand all over their beds.
UW-Madison Chancellor lohn D. Wiley said
that while some parents are quite concerned
about excessive drinking on spring break, others contribute to the problem throughout the
year.
Several times, campus police have confiscat-

ed alcohol that parents gave to students to help
improve their social lives, he said.
Wiley said the best way to prevent high-risk
drinking is through peer pressure, and said that
since the start of the school year, more than 50
students have been transported to hospitals or
detoxification centers with blood-alcohol levels of more than 020.
Unfortunately, the number is pretty typical,
he said.
The AMA survey was conducted in February
for the Office of Alcohol and Other Drue Abuse
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Ft. Lauderdale expects small crowds in'04
LAUDERDALE. FROM PAGE 7

is for that kind of property to be
replaced by upscale properties."
Grossman estimates the Spring
Break crowd this year will be about
15,000 to 20,000 students from this
month through Easter.
Not a huge crowd. But the annual
migration is still very much a part of
the fabric of Fort Lauderdale beach.
It still pulls extra police from the city,
attracts underage drinkers, is
, marked by alcohol-related arrests
and every once in a great while, a
death. Two years ago, Rutgers
University sophomore Michael
Santiago, 19. died after falling from a
third-floor balcony at a beachfront
hotel.
Police spokesman Det. Mike Reed
said this Spring Break "appears to be
busier." Hoteliers, though, couldn't
agree on the issue.
This year, the visitors have spread
out beyond the beach and into the
downtown area, where the
Riverfront
complex
and
Himmarshee District are hopping,
Reed said. While that makes it hard
to quantify the number of Spring
Break-related arrests, Reed said the
students have been relatively well
behaved.
The crowds are smaller, but some
things about Spring Break never
change. Like the three local guys flirting with three gals The guys were
eager. The gals were eager to get
away.
"We don't know who they are,"
said Lindsay Meyer, 19, a student at
Ramapo College in Mahwah, N.I.,

standing on the beach's A1A "strip"
just north of Las Olas Boulevard.
Her suitors, also teens, were drinking "Long Island iced teas" and
looked intoxicated. Meyer and her
two friends, buddies since sixth
grade, were staying at the lackson
Tower condo owned by one of their
fathers.
Toni Dente, a fashion student in
New York, said the three travel on her
father's boat to Bimini, where they
can drink alcohol legally. In Fort
Lauderdale, they enjoy the beach
and the scene outside the clubs, and

they endure other aspects.
"It's so strict, and you've got to deal
with guys like that," Dente said.
Kerrin Kriewaldt, of the University
of Madison, said she and her fellow
traveler, Ted Blus, of the University of
Minnesota, stopped off from a
Bahamas trip. The needs of a Spring
Breaker are not great, and Fort
Lauderdale still has no problem
meeting them, according to
Kriewaldt.
"We look for the usual teen stuff,"
she said. "The beach, the ocean,
nightclubs and shopping."
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JBR now owns and runs Ranly Coes Towing

